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Sony fights Philips 

in new format war 
Japanese electronic Sony is to launch a inch CD format in direct com- petition with rival Philips' Digital Compact Cassette. The revolutionary Mini-Disc is being developed as a rival to Philips in the portable mu- sic market and will lead to a full-scale battle between the electronics giants to win con- sumer support. The new system features a magneto-optical disc which comes in its own cartridge to protect it — similar to a com- puter diskette. Sony claims Mini-Disc com- bines the portability and shock-resistance of analogue compact cassettes with the sound quality and quick ran- dom access of CD. 

Sony UK technical informa- tion manager Eric Kingdom says the hardware — which is due to be launched at the end of 1992 — will be comparable in price to CD. "The iniUal price for a blank Mini-Disc'ls" likely to be the ay-typicaL-metalcas- "ingdon. will incorporate the Serial Copy Management System to counter piracy. Kingdon says the new discs can be manufactured on exist- ing CD production lines. He does not see Mini-Disc as a replacement for the five-inch CD format. "We still see CD as the recognised standard. It is also not designed to replace DAT," he says. "It is the handy taping for- 

Size: 64mm diameter. Capacity; Up to 74 minutes. Dynamic range; 105 dB. Sampling frequency: 44.1 KHz. How it works: The MD com- presses the digital signal used in CD or DAT by five times. Other features: A shock-proof memory that prevents skipping by storing three seconds of music. The system can read signals from magneto-optical and optical discs. 
mat of the next generation — a direct replacement for the compact cassette." The latter is an area that Philips intends to exploit with its DCC format. Its reaction to 

Sony's move is considered. "We intend to evaluate the MD system together with the music industry. We see no rea- son to change our DCC strat- egy or policy." Sony says it will be canvass- ing rival Japanese hardware manufacturers to support Mini-Disc on May 28 and has already received the backing of software manufacturers. Major record companies are adopting a wait-and-see atti- tude to the new format. Virgin Records director of operations Rick Carter says his company is interested in Mini-Disc. "We need to know a bit more about it first but we are inter- ested, just as we are interested in DCC," says Carter. 

RT close to 
Smiths sale 
The sale of Rough Trade's big- gest asset, The Smiths cata- logue, is imminent. The Rough Trade board con- siders two of the many offers made for the lucrative cata- logue acceptable. It is now awaiting the go-ahead from 

Geoff Travis, MD of Rough Trade Records, flew to Aber- deen last Wednesday to dis- cuss the matter with Morris- sey, who is currently touring, and the rest of the band are also being consulted. The remodelled Rough Trade distribution company — RTD2 — has been given the go-ahead by the "vast major- ity" of its labels. Details of the hand over, to Pinnacle and one other dis- tributor, are currently being drawn up. Meanwhile, George Kimp- ton-Hhwe, who left as manag- ing director of Rough Trade Distribution two weeks ago, reveals he is considering sev- eral offers, including one from Pacific Distribution. 

£10m Kurds target near 
The Red Cross is optimistic it will reach its target of £10m from last Sunday's Simple Truth Kurdish benefit concert. The concert raised fl.4m in telephone donations and £152,000 in ticket sales. A fur- ther boost will come from mer- chandise and sales of two char- ity singles. Chris de Burgh's Simple Truth was expected to be in this week's Top 20. Sinead O'Connor's My Special Child is released next Tuesday. Novelist Jeffrey Archer, who launched the Simple Truth appeal on April 25, says: "I thought the show was abso- lutely spectacular. We are well on our way to reaching our tar- get of £10m." The concert was broadcast to 37 countries and had satellite links with 12 venues. Jake Duncan, production co- ordinator for promoter Harvey Goldsmith Entertainments, says: "We thought we were 

The Simple Truth: satellite links with 12 
going to cock it up, but it all went OK. Ideally you'd want up to 10 days rehearsal with the musicians and the rig. This was all pieced together for the first time on the day." The only hitch, he says, came when Alexander O'Neal got stuck in a traffic jam and 

Alison Moyet had to do an- other song to cover. "The BBC people were a little worried," says Duncan. • HMV reports that sales of the Simple Truth T-shirt have been disappointing. "We've sold 500-odd nationwide," says a spokesman. 
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"Never in the field of human 
conflict was so much owed 

by so many to so few" 
WXS. Churchill, August 1940 
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Chart Show axe threat 
The PolyGran- ding for the London weekend TV franchise plans to axe the Chart Show if it is successful. The Chart Show, broadcast on Saturday mornings and Sunday nights, is the only mass market outlet for chart singles on the ITV network. Tom Gutteridge, head of Mentorn Films, a 15% partner in the London Independent consortium, says he will ask the ITV network scheduler to drop the show because it is "too Eighties", but he would plan to replace it. PolyGram has a 30% stake in London Independent. Its other two major partners are the Palace Group — which cre- ated The Power Station music channel for the defunct British Satellite Broadcasting — and the Working Title group. Among its plans is an "ana- logue" of popular US show Sat- urday Night Live — "the sort of show that's been much miss- ed by the music industry," says Gutteridge. 

MUSIC BIDS FOR CHANNEL 3 
Music industry Consortium participant Target region 

London Independent PolyGram (30%) LWT Broadcasting CPV-TV Virgin (28%) Thames, TVS Island World (15%) and Anglia Merlin TV Chrysalis HTV Three East EMAP Anglia White Road Chrysalis Yorkshire Yorkshire W H Smith (20%) Yorkshire and Granada 
While PolyGram is the new- est would-be entrant to the UK TV market from the music business, Virgin has made the most ambitious bid. It has a 28% stake in the CPV-TV consortium which has entered bids for the re- gions currently served by Thames — in which Thorn EMI has a 58% stake — TVS and Anglia. Rules to restrict ownership would stop it win- ning all three, however. Island World Communica- tions, the private vehicle of Is- 

land Records founder Chris Blackwell, has a 13% stake in CPV. Virgin is unwilling to reveal any specific programming 
The other principal bidder from the music business is the Chrysalis Group which will hold a 15% stake in two con- 
One, Merlin Television, is bidding for the HTV franchise. The other, White Rose Televi- sion, is after Yorkshire's area. City analysts have criticised 

PolyGram and Virgin's bids as "lacking credibility". One leading analyst de- scribes the Virgin-led bid as "fiakey". he says: "It didn't make up its mind for ages where it was bidding and came in late in choosing its various partners," PoIyGram's bid attracted criticism for a lack of bal- ance.'The independent pro- duction companies in the con- sortium are all at the same end of the street in their pro- gramming, says the report." 

EMI scoops 
West End hit 
EMI has snapped up the con- tract to record the smash-hit Simon Callow production of Carmen Jones, writes Phil Sommerich. A high-speed recording schedule means the disc will be issued early in July, just two months after the deal was clinched and in time to benefit from nationwide TV publicity for the stage musical. "We have broken all speed records in turning this around," says Roger Lewis, di- rector of EMI UK's classical division. "It was very dramatic in- deed. Gareth Hopkins, our business affairs director, law- yer Penny Ganz and 1 finally made an agreement with the Carmen Jones people close to midnight on May 3. The cast was in the Abbey Road Studios from May 6-9 and we're remix- ing the results right now," he 

The disc will feature — Wilhelmine Fernandez (star of Diva), Sharon Benson (of Cats), and Damon Evans (Porgy And Bess). The orches- tration by Andrew Lloyd Webber's arranger. Dave Cullen, will feature in TV commercials for the show, to be screened in June. Carmen Jones plays at the Old Vic until 1992 and is book- ed through to late summer. It is the first deal Lewis has seen through to production since he took up his post in No- vember. 
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Bates: 'no split with Rl' 
Simon Bates' agent has angri- ly denied reports that the top Radio One DJ is quitting the station to work in television, Phil Dale, of London Man- agement, describes the story as "totally and utterly incor- rect", tracing it to an unsolicit- ed approach to Bates by an ITV company at the Cannes Film Festival. Dale says Bates turned it down instantly, but asked "gut of curiosity" what the offer was. "He said he would never consider leaving Radio One, and the matter was never even discussed," says Dale, who confirms that Bates' contract 

Bates: TV offer 
with the BBC leaves him free to do TV work as well. Although Dale refuses to identify the ITV company in- volved — which is thought to have wanted Bates to shore up its franchise bid — he says: "The odds of it keeping its 

franchise are nil." Industry gest TVS is the ITV incum- bent most likely to lose its licence. The BBC may have helped to fan rumours of Bates' resig- nation by revealing the DJ will be taking time off from his popular morning show this summer to work on "special projects". Dale says Bates will be travelling abroad to do a special report on the plight of the Kurds, inserting live into his show. He will be back be- hind a Radio One studio micro- phone in September. 

Country chart in shake up 
The Chart Supervisory Com- mittee has agreed a radical re- definition of country music that will exclude nine of the Top 20 country albums. The committee has adopted a new product-based method of repertoire selection, which will exclude six Daniel O'Donnell albums, Copper- head Road and The Hard Way by Steve Earle and Storms by Nanci Griffith, The move follows pressure from the Country Music Asso- ciation, record companies and dealers, who say the previous method of selecting by artist led to problems when artists made non-country albums. The CMA will advise chart compiler Gallup on repertoire 

selection. Record companies which object may appeal to the supervisory committee. Ritz Records' artist Daniel O'Donnell, is hardest hit by the decision, losing six of his seven current chart albums since they are thought to be too middle of the road. The chart will retain his Last Waltz al- bum, however, currently at number one. CMA director of Euro- pean operations Martin Satterthwaite says; "Everyone saw the need for the change. We have nothing against Dan- iel, but the chart has to reflect what people consider to be country." The two Steve Earle albums have been rated too "rocky", 

while the Nanci Griffith album is said to be more of a folk title. Satterthwaite says the changes to the chart will give more exposure to genuinely new country artists. Ritz Records managing di- rector Mick Clerkin concedes that O'Donnell is "middle of the road", but argues that the Irish artist's live show is 60% country. "I'm not very happy about this, but Daniel's success is not down to the chart." O'Donnell has sold over one million al- bums and 250,000 videos in the UK over the past four years, says Clerkin. The first new-look chart will appear in next week's MW. 

You can't help but admire Sony's cheek in suddenly springing its Mini- Disc on the world. While everyone was wondering how its DAT format could ever compete with Philips' consumer- friendly DCC, up it pops with a brand-new format. Sony's expertise in miniaturisation is unrivalled. The music business owes the company a particular debt for its invention of the Walkman which helped create the massive growth in the cassette market. And yet there can be few relishing the prospects of the format war which Sony is launching. There will be specific objections to Mini-Disc, not least of which is its small size. Given the huge US furore over CD packaging with retailers keen to keep "pilfer-proof" longbox-type packs, how will they react to something only half the size of the five-inch CD? 
More important than any of the specific pros and cons of the new system, however, is how the music software industry is meant to cope with it. The industry has barely got to grips with DCC yet. Many UK record companies only saw it for the first time at presentations last month. Many retailers have yet to see it at all, less than a year before its launch. But sadly, yet again, neither of the software giants seems to have considered fully the effects on the consumer of another format battle. Ultimately such infighting can only restrict the emergence of a sorely-needed recordable digital format. Philips music subsidiary PolyGram and Sony Music need to remind their parent companies that consumers do not buy the hardware for its own sake, they buy the ability to play music. Yet again the tail is attempting to wag the dog. Imagine what could be done if Sony and Philips were to understand this truth and invested in A&R instead? 
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Warners in budget deal 
Warner Home Video has ( tered the budget market by striking a deal with Brave- world, which will distribute 200 Warner titles. The agreement, which be- gins on June 1, takes in major feature films such as The Deer Hunter, The Elephant Man and Highlander, as well as David Bowie's Ziggy Stardust. 

"About three quarters of the titles in the new deal will be at a budget price of around £5.99," says Warner Home Video managing director Mike 
"Warners don't have a budget label, and unfortunate- ly there is a very strong budget market developing in the UK," he says. "We've been reluctant to go 

it, but we've looked shelf space and so on and de- cided that the time is now 
Braveworld chief executive Warren Goldberg adds: "The deal will consolidate Brave- world's position in the retail market." Most of the 600 titles have previously been available at a higher price. 

PolyGram plea for 

laser disc support 
PolyGram says the laser disc industry in the UK will col- lapse unless film distributors and hardware manufacturers agree to support it. Peter Oliff, of PolyGram In- ternational, who is on the council of the European Laser 
as "a classic Catch 22 situ- ation". "The movie companies are waiting for the hardware manufacturers to make more players, and the manufactur- ers say they won't until more software is released." Music companies such as PolyGram are already sup- porting laser disc technology, Oliff says, but the experience in France — the most buoyant European laserdisc market — shows this is not enough. "Music is only 25 per cent of the total software require- ment," he says. "Movies drive the disc system. In France they have the support of the 

groups, the groups, and three hardware groups — so the conditions for 
"What needs to happen here is that movie companies like Warner have regular release of blockbusters (on laserdisc), with Philips and Sony releas- ing players into the UK mar- ket." One head of a major film dis- tributor says the problem is twofold: the studios believe the present 12-inch CDV is too ex- pensive; and that there are dif- ficulties marketing the players to anyone other than "top-end" users. "Five-inch CDV is the future, not the 12- inch," he says. In the UK, only one hard- ware company, Pioneer, is supplying laser disc players. The total number of players sold so far is believed to be un- der 10,000, with PolyGram the principal software supplier. 

BMG's first laser di lease, Eurythmic's Greatest Hits, is probably the most that the UK market can currently bear. It describes sales of 450 as "quite astonishing when most others have done be- two and three hundred at rr BMG plans three other re- leases this month: Jimi Hen- drix at the Isle of Wight, Jeff Healey's See The Light and Lita Ford Live. Meanwhile, Warner Classic is making provincial dealers the focus of its Teldec laser disc launch, in the belief that they are in touch with a huge new market for classical 

Emap mood 
bullish after 
take-over Emap's take-over of Radio City in Liverpool has fuelled speculation that the company has designs on neighbouring Piccadilly Radio. The magazine publisher al- ready has a 16% stake in the Manchester station's owners, Owen Oyston's Transworld Communications. Stan Park, group sales di- rector at radio sales house IRS — which has links with Emap through Kiss FM, which the publisher was a 28% stake in — says the company is "very keen" on acquiring radio sta- 

"There must be an opportun- ] ity there (to acquire Trans- | world). "The Oyston empire is not Xj very popular with the City, 9 and it would be a logical move to own the whole of the North- |i west," says Park. Emap's purchase of Radio fl City has further consolidated 9 its links with Transworld: the « ailing sales house BMS it ac- fl quired as part of the deal is U half owned by Transworld. However, Tim Schoon- ■ maker, managing director of I Emap Radio, denies the Radio I City deal is the first part of a a 

Warner will offer point-of- sale material including win- dow displays to provincial dealers to support the 18 Teldec laser disc and VHS re- leases launched today (Mon- day). 

Tornados win song rights 

"There's no shopping list. It's not tied to any other deals, it stands on its own. We'll look at each opportunity as it arises," he says. 
TBD buyer 
joins board 

if 

The "recession proof" record industry has finally felt the effect of the economic downturn, but why should depression rule the day? Both retailers and manufacturers have an obligation to support the industry that treated them so well in the late Eighties. The manufacturers shouldn't drop support for an act just because they might sell two-thirds the number of units of a year ago, nor should a retailer dismiss its advertising agency solely because they happened to come on board at a bad time; they didn't 
As the summer "slow" season approaches, I fear even less support will be evident. It's easy to sell records in a buoyant market, now it's time to test our mettle. We need to rise to the occasion to stimulate our industry and we all have huge resources at our disposal to help attain this goal. 
Firstly, we should invest daily in people who can advise and help us. Sales staff can "sell" to customers and give advice to management. Sales reps from the labels can "work" the streets instead of just being order takers. In addition, we have cash or investor reserves. Those large retailers who own some 60% of the market between them have to help when times are tough. They can't just withdraw and wait for the independents or the music press to stimulate the market. Where are the TV campaigns and the video specials when the industry needs them? Lastly, most labels have extensive catalogues to exploit; few do so and even fewer retailers have attempted to. The wealth of music for under £10 on CD and under £5 on cassette does not marry with the dearth of promotions. To misquote Tracy Chapman, "We're not breaking down, we're not falling apart, we've just lost a little faith." Let's help ourselves restore that faith! Ken Sockoior is European MD of Tower Records UK. 

Nearly 30 years after Telstar, The Tornados have won back the rights to the record that rocketed them to number one in 1962. After a nine-year legal battle, original drummer Clem Cattini and keyboard player Roger Laverne have emerged triumphant from a London High Court hearing. The Tornados were among 83 artists whose work was tied up by the official receiver when legendary producer Joe Meek's RGM Sound manage- ment company went into liqui- dation around the time of his death in 1967. Other artists represented in court by Graham Cole of Wey- mouth law firm Hollowell and Bollara included Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers, Screaming Lord Sutch, Mike 

Berry and The Honeycombs. But most of the performance royalties they should have re- ceived in the past 30 years have been claimed by the receiver. Any payments they get will be very small. However, they now hold the complete rights to their old re- cordings, and are free to nego- 

tiate new deals for the re-re- lease of early Sixties hits such as Telstar. Bennett's One Way Love, and The Honeycombs' Have I The Right?. There will also be a Best Of Joe Meek album. Clem Cattini and a new set of Tornados are hoping to sign a recording deal soon. 

Terry Blood Distribution has j promoted buying controller 1 Alasdair Ogilvie on to its I board of directors. This is the first time the | buying department has been i represented at board level at . the independent distributor. I But Ogilvie stresses there will not be big changes in company policy. "We want to make sure our independent customers get the best possible service. We'll be I forging closer working rela- tionships with all TBD sup- I pliers, which means we'll be j aware of new product ranges j earlier," he says. Over the next year, Ogilvie j expects to see a further con- | solidation of the cassette and CD markets, with vinyl declin- ] ing further. "1 just hope we can see a standardisation of the cassette and CD single formats. "We're also very excited about the digital compact cas- sette — we're determined to be involved in DCC right from the start," he says. 
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Writs served 
as BPi stamps 
on U2 pirates 
The first writs are being serv- ed on retailers selling pirate U2 albums. The BPI's Anti-Piracy Unit says one London retailer has had a writ served on him after he was caught selling vinyl copies of The New U2 — Re- hearsals And Full Versions. The 30-track album features early demo tracks and conver- sations taped during the group's rehearsals for their new album due in the autumn. The recordings, featured on two double albums, have also been found in CD and cassette versions in Europe. The sleeve includes the cheeky message: "For titles, have a look at the forthcoming album. Date of release will be expected in autumn of '91." U2 singer Bono slammed the pirates of the recordings which he referred to as "gobbledegook". He adds: "1 don't see why anyone would be interested." On the theft of the record- ings, he says: "It is like having your diary read in public." Island Records' lawyer Alistair Norbury says he has been amazed by the response from retailers and fans. "A lot of dealers have con- tacted us to let us know they have seen the recordings and also a lot of fans in Europe have been ringing up fan clubs to give us information," says Norbury. He adds that writs are now likely to be served on retail outlets throughout Europe. In- vestigations are continuing on how the recordings were 

The four-album set has been selling for £36 in the UK but up to £120 in the rest of Eur- ope. Asking prices are expected to fall further following Is- land's prompt legal action against retailers selling it. 

Rivals bury hatchet 

to exploit mid price 
Two rivals in the lucrative mid-price market have formed a pact —just three weeks after squaring up to each other. Budget specialist Pickwick launched its mid-price label, Elite, at the beginning of May, in direct competition with Castle Communications. But this week Pickwick an- nounced a new licensing deal to release Castle material on Elite. The link-up began when Pickwick's licence for PRT ma- terial such as The Kinks and Status Quo elapsed. As Castle had bought the PRT catalogue, Pickwick found itself negotiat- ing with its rival. "We had lunch," says Pick- wick A&R manager John Howard, "and discovered that there was a lot of other stuff, 

such as the Immediate cata- logue, which would be perfect for Elite." Castle business affairs man- ager Nick Cotton adds: "We're very pleased. The benefits for both companies are far-reach- ing, and I'm sure the extra business will help us all sleep better." While Castle 
old albums and new various artist compilations such as The Blues Box, Elite will be mainly devoted to new single artist compilations. Elite, says Howard, will be able to venture into "heavier" areas where Pickwick might be hesitant to tread. "People do still have a ten- dency to think of Pickwick as Jim Reeves," he admits. 

"Over the last couple of years, through releasing art- ists like Madness and Culture Club, we've upgraded Pick-, wick. But it makes sense to set up a new label with a distinct look, because people do approach it slightly differ- en"With Elite, we've had six Radio One plays on our Mick Abrahams album." The best-selling Elite re- lease to date, Howard says, is the six-track, 65-minute Soft Machine As If compilation. Other projects in the pipe- line include such rarely-com- piled- artists as Captain Beef- heart and Laura Nyro, as well as heavy metal acts Uriah Heep and Motorhead, and compilation perennials, The Kinks. 

Tape duplicators in 

battle on rate cutting 
Tape duplicators Chop Em Out and Sound Cellar are cutting prices by up to 30% in a bid to fight off rivals. Chop Em Out director Avi Landenberg claims that the company's new computer con- trolled system, "offers some- thing none of our competitors 

The company's new duplica- tion prices for pre-release tapes range from £1.50 per C20 to £2 per C90 — regard- less of quantity — and Chop Em Out has dropped its stand- ing studio charge, except where compilations are required. The response of rival David Moore, of Copymasters, is sceptical. 

Chop Em Out directors Bernie Spratl (left) and Avi Landenberg 
"A certain amount of price cutting is being forced on stu- dios by the record companies, who are using the recession to put pressure on," he says. "He seems to be under more pres- sure than me. I don't want to get into a price-cutting war." 

Vinyl curtain 
for Tower 
Tower Records is winding down its vinyl stock, predict- ing the market will have ceas- ed to exist by next year. The first move in what Tower boss Ken Sockolov de- scribes as "slowly getting out of vinyl" came when vinyl was ousted from the shelves at its Kensington shop last week. Sockolov explains that vinyl accounted for just i% of Ken- sington's sales last month, but denies plans for any sudden switch. "We've still got over £Vim worth of stock," he says. Vinyl will therefore still be sold at Tower's other outlets in Piccadilly, Whiteley's and in Glasgow, says Sockolov, add- ing that "we will pull out of vi- nyl when it's no longer fiscally " ' ' tain it." 

NEWSFILE 

BARD secretary-general Bob Lewis can now be contacted at BARD, Suite 5, Kingsland House, 512 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset, (tel: 
Castle Communications is releasing videos of six episodes of hit ITV series The Darling Buds Of May on June 17. It acquired the rights before the series became a big success. 
Tracy Nurse has been promoted from promotions manager to marketing manager at Columbia. She replaces Kjell Anderson who has returned to Sweden. 

Independent radio station Atlantic 252 begins 24-hour broadcasting this week after just 18 months on air. 
Former Kerrang! writer Phil Wilding has been appointed as European editor of BMG Video International's Metalhead video magazine. 
The MCPS has asked us to point out that its agreement with Classic CD magazine allowing the inclusion of contemporary music on sampler CDs does not involve waiving of copyright fees, as stated in MW May 11. Meanwhile Big Life's main sales force is Contact Promotions and not Contact UK as stated last week. MW apologises for any 
IPC Magazines is threatening to issue writs against the BBC today (Monday) for advertising its publications — including Number One and Fast Forward — on television. IPC, which publishes NME and Melody Maker among others, claims the practice is unfair. 
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THE BEST OF THE SENSATIONAL ALEX HARVEY BAND MC-MCTC 001 CD-MCCD 001 

THE BEST OF THE MOVE MC-MCTC 009 CD-MCCD 009 

HOOKED ON"HOOKED ON CLASSICS" MC-MCTC 003 CD-MCCD 003 
VILLAGE PEOPLE, THE HITS MC-MCTC 004 CD-MCCD 004 

GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS, THE WAY WE WERE MC-MCTC 005 CD-MCCD 005 

THE BEST OF THE ZOMBIES MC-MCTC 002 CD-MCCD 002 

AN ENCHANTED EVENING WITH HOWARD KEEL MC-MCTC 006 CD-MCCD 006 

THE BEST OF JOHN WILLIAMS MC-MCTC 007 CD-MCCD 007 

THE BEST OF THE FUREYS AND DAVEY ARTHUR MC-MCTC 010 CD-MCCD 010 

THE VERY BEST OF VAL DOON1CAN MC-MCTC 008 CD-MCCD 008 

MAGIC FROM THE MUSICALS MC-MCTC 012 CD-MCCD 012 

THE RHYTHM OF BRAZIL MC-MCTC 013 CD-MCCD 013 
THE ROOTS OF REGGAE MC-MCTC 014 CD-MCCD 014 

THE BEST OF MELANIE MC-MCTC Oil CD-MCCD Oil 

m BLUES 

PUNK MC-MCTC 015 CD-MCCD 015 
COMIN' HOME TO THE BLUES MC-MCTC 016 CD-MCCD 016 

AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE AND CD. DEALER PRICES: MC - £2.43; CD 
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM TERRY BLOOD DISTRIBUTION 



hrCfk 

MUSIC 

COLLECTION 

INTERNATIONAL 

NEW 
RELEASES 

THE VERY BEST OF JACKIE WILSON MC-MCTC 017 CD-MCCD 017 
THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY WOMACK MC-MCTC 018 CD-MCCD 018 

THE BEST OF JOHN LEE HOOKER MC-MCTC 020 CD-MCCD 020 
THE MAGIC OF SAM COOKE MC-MCTC 021 CD-MCCD 021 

THE NEVILLES TELL IT LIKE IT IS MC-MCTC 022 CD-MCCD 022 
THE VERY BEST OF THEYARDBIRDS MC-MCTC 023 CD-MCCD 023 

EL R I I M 0 

THE VERY BEST OF SUN ROCK 'N' ROLL MC-MCTC 024 CD-MCCD 024 
ELRITMO LATINO 18 Classic Latin Grooves MC-MCTC 025 CD-MCCD 025 

COMIN' HOME TO THE BLUES II MC-MCTC 026 CD-MCCD 026 

THE VERY BEST OF THE CHI-LITES MC-MCTC 029 CD-MCCD 029 
THE VERY BEST OF MARC BOLAN & TREX MC-MCTC 030 CD-MCCD 030 

£3.65 ORDER NOW FROM M.C.I. TELESALES ON 0923 55558/816511. 
0782 566511. CALL MCI FOR A FULL CATALOGUE LISTING. 



LETTERS 

Ripped off 
jock's sad 
plea for aid 
Having been a professional disc jockey for the last 10 years, I thought I had experi- enced all the joys and disap- pointments of DJ entertain- ment. How wrong could I be. Like many jocks I carry my equipment and records (unin- sured) in my van permanently. Last week, while parked out- 

Live circuit nurtures talent 
Jon Marsh of The Beloved's comments in "Who needs to tread the boards" (AfW, April 17). As promoter of the gig in Hackney he refers to I'm glad it left such an impression on 

Small promoters may be limited by the resources avail- able to them. But through a great deal of enthusiasm and creativity a whole scene can be floated. At Kerouac's where the Be- 

show. Zodiac Mindwarp, My Bloody Valentine, Spacemen 3, Thee Hypnotics, and Adamski have all appeared at 
Even with a recession, the live circuit is the nurturing ground for many young bands, crucial for their development! There is no substitute for treading the boards. The busi- ness should invest more in this area perhaps in partnership with the brewers. Stephen Langdon 

St0Fen' d ' th di played their first ever London leloved: on the road at Kerouac's London NwTlUB806"1 

have offered to loan me enough equipment to give a competent visual display. But, of course, the one item that is impossible to replace is the record collection with a value of more than £5,000. The hardest part is to tele- phone my customers to explain the situation and making them aware that I may not now be able to fulfil my con- tract. As a lot of work is wed- 

Pluggers' vital role 
Surely your feature regarding ord playlisted, or to achieve rangements for an artiste due "pluggers" (MW, May 4) substantial plays of their rec- to appear on a roadshow, ar- should have started "Once ord and this takes up the ma- range interviews and live Upon A Time . . .". When I was jority of our working week. acoustic sessions provide com- young that's how all fairy tales But there are many other im- petition prizes, or gather in- began. portant aspects of the job apart depth information for the I have always regarded my- from "plugging". many excellent documentaries 

Lessons to be 
learned from 
film industry 
Your editorial last week which described the British film in- dustry as being "incapable of making films people want to watch" and which also con- trasted the supportive attitude realise the heartbreak that has now been caused. May I appeal to any fellow jocks and record companies who have any spare tracks, please contact me on; 0775 761893. And if anyone is offered a record collection on the cheap, 

Johnny Corcoran 17 Alexandra Road Spalding Lincolnshire PE11 2QA 

sentative" for my record com- pany and artistes, providing a professional and reliable ser- vice to all radio personnel. Yes, of course every promotion person's aim is to have a rec- 

Promotion 
Your article on the pros and cons of radio and television promotion was to put it polite- ly, highly misleading. Plug- ging is a serious profession 

alternative for relaying the Salli Griffin most basic information, but in Head of Radio Promotion ;his wonderful world of new East West Records ochnology I doubt if even the Electric Lighting Station Japanese could invent one 46 Kensington Court that would organise travel ar- London W8 5DP 

is still cost effective marketing costs all adding up (for a fraction of the cost of to an average of another your initial investment!)? £100,000, you are talking a Every major type of business serious investment. Would you employs PRs. Because plug- then suggest that, that invest- gers are specialists this makes 

of the Government to the film industry with its negative attitude towards the British music industry, misse the 
Rather than depicting those who manage to win assistance and recognition from the Gov- ernment as "whingeing fail- ures", we should be applaud- ing them and finding out how they did it! The music business will , in- creasingly need to work along- side colleagues in film, the- 

BBC Radio 
Scotland's 

and is the most cost effective way of advertising artists. If as an MD of a major record company you have signed a new band for, say, £100,000, then with studio, video and 

ment is put into cardboard them even more valuable in mailers and posted to Radio selling records. One, etc, or would you employ Guy Holmes people whom you recognised Gut Reaction as having experience in pro- 36 Boston Place moting bands to radio and TV London NW1 6ER 

atre, design, television and radio to impress upon govern- ment the need for a coherent cultural policy in Britain. The music industry cannot afford to stand apart from these other 

broad range 
Your recent Focus column on BBC Radio Scotland (MW, April 27) was very welcome. However, the article did not truly reflect the breadth of 

RT's Travis has indies' support 
Your lead story last week (RT your diary column to Geoff Geoff for 15 years and during labels opt for Pinnacle) should Travis and the intimation that that period he has built up one have represented a new era for while people were suffering, of the country's most respected the independent industry. he was sunning himself on distribution networks. He 

The spirit of enterprise which underpins the music business, does not mean that winning public sector support shows a "lack of self-respect". On the contrary, it indicates a great deal of business sense and an understanding of the 
BBC Radio Scotland's output. For the record, not only do we cover the Scottish Chart, MOR, Scottish dance music and pop and rock, we also in- clude jazz, world music, folk, country, garage, dance and 

rour consisieni reierence 10 "rival" and "arch rival" hardly enhanced that ideal. However, this is perhaps just nit-pick- 
What I found extremely of- fensive was the reference in 

should not be taken that Geoff ing of the independent indus- is unpopular. The support he try first, has had from his friends and Steve Mason labels over the last three Chairman months has been admirable. Pinnacle Records I have personally known Orpington, Kent BR5 3PN 

dustry to the nation. Dave Wibberley Fruit Shop Music Consultants 3 Hilltop Court London NWS 0DR 
indie artists, demos and new artists in our programming. We also record major concerts for broadcast and regularly record bands in our studios. Our music policy is simple — to maintain the highest quality across our range of output with informed presen- 
Robert Noakes Executive producer Entertainment programmes BBC Radio Scotland Queen Margaret Drive Glasgow G12 8DG 

Pay songwriters their worth 
Were any of your readers earnings of those same writers tapes or pressings, in order to and income they deserve, struck as i was by the irony, at the forthcoming BPI/MCPS justify cutting still further the Hands off our mechanicals, or nay blatant hypocrisy, in wit- tribunal. meagre royalty paid to writers at next year's Novello's they nessing those captains of the It appears from very reliable and publishers. will hear the mighty cheer recording industry celebrating sources that their purpose is to May we respectfully remind "Bugger off out of our awaras the achievements and talent of denigrate the art of songwrit- those executives that songs ceremony!" British songwriters at the Ivor ing in the eyes of the tribunal came before records. Long may Phil Pickett Novello Awards while at the to the level of any other com- this be the case. 40 Spencer Road same time conspiring to modity associated with mak- The record business should Twickenham undermine the credibility and ing records, such as sleeves, pay songwriters the respect Middlesex TW2 5PQ 
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FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN 

THE SINGER AND THE SONG 

Beverley Craven 

c 

467053 2/4/1 

...TELEVISION ADVERTISING 
STARTS TOMORROW ON TVS 

Includes 'Promise Me', just one of the beautiful songs from her captivating album, 

epic 
Order from Sony Music Operations Tel: 0296 395151 



MARKET REPORT 

Twenty groovy chart hits is what is promised by the latest Dover Records/ Smash Hits compilation Massive, and 20 groovy chart hits is what you get with Chesney Hawkes, NKOTB, Frances Nero and De La Soul. Pure pop — and a big seller. Soft Cell's Singles Album, released in 1986, performed very poorly. Memorabilia, which covers much the same ground, is likely to make a bigger impression. Marc Almond's sleazy trip down memory lane is an excellent compilation as far as it goes, but it's hard to justify the exclusion of Top 30 hits like Soul Inside, Down In The Subway and Numbers when there are a paltry 11 tracks here. Mid-priced country 

compilations sell in copious quantities, and the latest batch of releases by MFPs are well up to standard. Dolly Parton proves once more that her outstanding assets are not necessarily physical, with a largely self- penned selection featuring Jolene, The Bargain Store, Love Is Like A Butterfly and the beautifully told Coat Of Many Colours. Crystal Gayle, meanwhile, is represented by a superior mix of late Seventies cuts. Bob Dylan covers have been in vogue for some years and one of the best is the O'Jays' sparkling revamp of Emotionally Yours. As smooth, soulful and idiosyncratic as ever, it's the title track of then- new album on the EMI USA label. With radio support, it could spread beyond their usual fan base. 
SEAL: Seal. ZTT. Initially 

appearing as guest vocalist on Adamski's chart topper Killer, Seal has become more popular than his mentor — and on the evidence of this, it's easy to see why. Hit singles Crazy and Future Love Paradise are sin-rounded by equally good songs, from the introspective Whirlpool to uptempo efforts like The Beginning. Producer Trevor Horn curbs his excesses of yesteryear to provide a sympathetic backdrop for one of the year's finest debuts. 

Singles 
Shocked? You bet. Kylie Minogue's new single, Shocked, finds the diminutive Aussie in typically nasal form, but DNA's brilliant Italo house 

Sweet Addiction: US future'? 
that even upfront clubs can play. With the usual radio support a dead cert. Stunned? Absolutely. Bucks Fizz's 1981 chart-topper Land Of Make Believe has been given a shuffling dancefloor remix by Chris Paul, with accentuated percussion and piano fills. It's bound to attract a good deal of attention, though to these ears it has been slowed down a trifle too much. Smash? Hard to say. The 

Triplets (who really are) are already picking up oodles of radio play for their attractively jangling US hit You Don't Have To Go Home Tonight. The Villegas sisters, originally from Mexico, have lived in the US for long enough to know how to put together a classy hook-laden and altogether impressive first single, but it's the sort of record that only occasionally makes the grade here. 
SWEET ADDICTION: Enough Is Enough. Survival ZB 44579. Enough Is Enough, a good, old-fashioned rock anthem, tightly harmonised and dripping with power chords. Produced by Chris Tsangarides, a veteran of the genre, it's the sort of thing America will lap up, and promises a lucrative future for the Mancunians. Alan Jones 

It's British week again. From Parade there's a trio of pre- war recordings from Nat Gonella (Nat and The Boys, PAR 2007), Vera Lynn (Let's Meet Again, PAR 2020) and Geraldo (Dancing In The Blitz, PAR 2009). Of the three the Gonella album is the best, confirming his status as one of the jazzier British dance band leaders of the Thirties. The Lynn outing catches the forces sweetheart before she became that, while the Geraldo offer- ing confirms him as a genuine cockney gaucho. Moving on to the Fifties, C5 offers the highly collectable Flee-Rekkers (C5CD 564), one of the oddest groups to pass through the hands of cult British producer Joe Meek. More interesting and wider ranging, if not quite as collect- able, is Memorial Album (See For Miles, SEECD 317) from cult British R&B group The Mark Leeman Five. Equally engaging, and given a frisson of topicality with the current Yes tour, is Tomorrow's eponymous debut album (SEECD 314), which not only features Yes's Steve Howe but also Keith West, and with production by Britain's other cult producer of the Sixties, Mark Wirtz. 

AL STEWART: Chronicles; The Best Of A1 Stewart. EMI CDP7963702. Though it lacks early recordings like Swiss Cottage Manoeuvres and Clifton In The Rain, es- sential items in the history of British singer-songwriting, this 14-track run through Stewart's career, which fo- cuses mainly on his highly melodic, historical sagas and epics, comes as a timely re- 

minder that there can be more than navel gazing to singet- songwriting. Phil Hardy 

In addition to this week': views in Record Mirror, plus the previously reviewed Kenny Thomas Thinking About Your Love (Cooltempo COOLX 235) and Nikke? Nicole! Nikke Does It Better (Love EVOLX-5, F), out now also are the Rude Boys Writ- ten All Over Your Face (At- lantic A7805), fantastic nag- gingly jolting 68.4bpm US deep soul smash; The Affair Hanging On (Pantrax PANTX 00312, 071-833 9091), accom- plished classy 101.7bpm jog- ging soul duet; Basic Black What Ever It Takes (Motown ZT 44548), terrific beefily lurching 109.2bpm vigorous soul jiggler; Firefly Watcha Gonna Do (Tarn Tam TTT 48, SM), piano plonked beefy lOObpm attractive (if oddly sung) soul jogger; Kraftwerk The Robots (EMI 12EM 192), pure 122bpm bleeps; The Big Showdown Hold Me (D-Zone DANCE 009, SRD), bounding 127.7bpm sonic hip house; Ability II Pressure (Outer Rhythm FOOT 12), mournful 123bpm low frequency burbler; Rotor Purely Rhythm (Chill TUV 8 0582- 493380), kid's home Commo- dore computer created bleeps; Energy Storm Vol 1 (ESP/Go Bang! ESP 9103, SRD), bleep five tracker; Donna Gardier Good Thing (Virgin VST 1344), zingily scampering 121bpm galloper (gentler 117bpm Remix); Nixon Sub- mission (Pallo Pinfall Mix) (MCA NXNX 2). remixed now frantic 126.7bpm Italo-type pounder; B.B. Queen Blueshouse (EMI 12EM 181), Italo-type 124.8bpm Dutch 

house racer; PM Dawn A Watcher's Point Of View (Gee Street/Island GEET 32), jit- tery smacking 121.4bpm fast harmonised cerebral rap; Galliano Power And Glory (Talkin Loud TLKX 8, F). murkily mumbling 116bpm jazz-funk (brighter percussive Remix); The Wolfgang Press Mama Told Me Not To Come (4AD BAD 1007), Three Dog Night reviving 115.7bpm indie dance. 
PHIL PERRY; Amazing Love. Capitol 12CL 615. Smoothly cantering 117.2bpm superb wailing and whinnying gospel-ish soul soarer. James Hamilton 

All manner of Bob Marley memorabilia is emerging to cash in on the tenth anniver- sary of the reggae star's death. Who can blame PolyGram Video for satisfying demand by "commemorating" the anni- versary with three re-releases. Caribbean Nights, Legend and Live At The Rainbow are all released next Tuesday (May 28) with £6.95 dealer prices. Another re-promotion worth noting is for Castle Communi- cations' peculiar Rock 'N' Rhyme release. Bobby Brown, Deborah Harry and more otherwise cool artists act out the parts of nursery rhyme characters in this 77-minute comic romp. Originally slipped out unpromoted in February, Rock 'N' Rhyme ought to make more of an impact this time. Among Castle's fresh re- leases for June 3 are an Alice Cooper promo compilation, Jason Donovan Live, the surefire Glenn Campbell Live and four new volumes in its Dancedaze series. In contrast, revision is put- 

ting out three live tapes fea- turing industrial music inno- vators Throbbing Gristle on May 29. The three videos, which each have a £9.04 dealer price, document the band's "brutally confron- tational" performances from 1980 through to their last ap- pearance in San Francisco. That's surely one for the specialists, but PMI has a couple of biggies lined up for June 10: Jesus Jones and The Pet Shop Boys (below). Jesus Jones' first video includes the band's seven energetic promos linked by what are billed as "humorous clips". Big In Ala- ska runs for 33 minutes and has a £6.14 dealer price. PMI also has a new offering in its Karaoke series. 
PET SHOP BOYS: Promo- tion. PMI MVR 9900943. Nicely timed to tie in with the Boys' Wembley concerts, this chartbound seven-track collec- tion of clips includes Bruce Weber's MW award-winning film for Being Boring and has a dealer price of £6.14. Selina Webb 

Even in Mozart year, people are looking for something dif- ferent, says Liam Toner, Vir- gin Classics' product manager. So this month's seven re- leases stick firmly to the twen- tieth century repertoire, and include a sheaf of premiere re- cordings. The Chorus And Or- chestra Of The Plymouth Music Series, under Philip Brunelle, perform the Mass in D and other works by arche- typal English eccentric Dame Ethel Smyth, while the Lon- don Sinfonietta, conducted by Oliver Knussen, offer the shimmery modernism of 

Japan's Toru Takemitsu. Less formidably, the Deut- sche Kammerphilharmonie, under Mario Venzago, play three of Schoenberg's more romantic works; the Endellion Quartet play the Walton and Bridge quartets: Stephen Hough plays Britten's piano music; Sieg- fried Mauser attacks the grit- tier pianism of Hartman; and Music Projects London, di- rected by Richard Bernas, presents John Casken's opera 
Classical music enthusiasts often boast that their numbers are being boosted by crossover albums, but they seem reluc- tant to make similarly adven- turous journeys themselves, according to Paul Fernandez, of distributor New Note. Last year he advertised ECM's release of jazz pianist Keith Jarrett playing Book 1 of Bach's The Well-Tempered Klavier in both classical and jazz publications. Guess whose readers bought most of the discs? Book 2 has just appeared, and Fernandez says the classi- cists may find this more to their liking, because this time Jarrett plays harpsichord, not piano. 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Sym- phony No 4. Scriabin. Prometheus. Dmitri Alexeev (piano), Philadel- phia Orchestra and Choral Arts Society/Riccardo Muti (EMI CDC 7 54112 2). One of four issues from EMI to mark Muti's 50th birthday, this has a surprisingly subdued ac- count of Tchaikovsky 4: more wistful lyricism than drama. More striking is the perform- ance of Scriabin's mystical and moody piano-concerto-plus- choir, with Muti and Alexeev working in taut partnership. Phil Sommench 
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CHART FOCUS 
J Cher hangs on to the number one slot on the singles chart this week, but Crystal Waters moves up to number two and will make her V- anticipated takeover next week, unless something goes badly wrong. Meanwhile, Beverley Craven slides into third place, giving an all female top three for the first time since November 1988, when Robin Beck, Yazz and Kylie Minogue knocked the men out of contention. Cathy Dennis, who might have expected to be in the top three herself this week is struck a double blow: Touch Me dips from number five to number six here. Meanwhile, after looking set fair for chart honours in America, it holds at number two, after being sensationally leapfrogged by Mariah Carey's I Don't Wanna Cry which surges from number eight to number one. The last single to make such 

stateside was Mecp's Star Wars Theme/Cantina Band, as long ago as 1977. 
ANALYSIS 
The phenomenal success of A&M's Crystal Waters single has actually taken two years to reach its peak. Demos of Gypsy Woman ■> first came on to the market in ~ late 1989. The Basement Boys production team, which had worked with Waters (pictured), began talking to A&M's A&R manager Mike Sefton about the track. Both Sefton and A&R colleague Jeff Young loved the song and began to thrash out a deal. But the negotiations were never settled because of problems with lawyers. In the meantime, Sefton left A&M to join BMG Music and the deal fell through. Young then took up the cause and tried to attract the interest of A&M in the US. "We were desperate to get them interested but they didn't like it and didn't want to put out a one-off," says Young. The Basement Boys then approached Bruce Carbone at Mercury Records in the US. 

I Don't Wanna Cry is Carey's fourth US number one from five releases, following Vision Of Love, which spent four weeks at number one last August. All were taken from her self-titled debut album, which has sold well over five million copies in America since it was released less than a year ago. On this side of the pond, I Don't Wanna Cry is released this week. Already a firm favourite in the clubs, it will probably chart immediately, though it's unlikely to do as well here as another recei chart-topper: Amy Grant's US 
ERA would like to apologise for errors in two of last week's charts supplied to Music Week. "Last week" positions in the dance sing- les and dance albums charts in fact referred to the prcvi- !k. The full-price 1 album: entry ai 
Bruch/Schubert perforr by Nigel Kcnncdy/Jefl Tate/ECO on HMV. 

Carbone had the same gut feeling as Young. Both being part of PoIyGram-owned companies, Young and Carbone worked together on the single and decided it needed a remix. "But that didn't happen until after Christmas. We then agreed on a simultaneous release during the first week of May," says Young, who has since left A&M and is now working at MCA. Pre-release interest in Gypsy Woman in the US was so strong that Mercury decided to get the single out early. Yet in the UK, where A&M 

Baby Baby failed to reach the Top 75 when first released, but has quickly established itself second time around, climbing from number 26 to number nine this week. With Crystal Waters already in the Top 10, and Chris De Burgh's Kurd Aid single The Simple Truth debuting at number 36, and likely to go much higher, it raises the possibility of the A&M label having three concurrent Top 10 hits for the first time ever. Albumwise, there's no change at the top, though Michael Bolton was again close to unseating The Eurythmics. The week's highest climber, vaulting from number 75 to number 12, its highest position since 1985, is Legend, the reactivated Bob Marley and the Wailers compilation. Meanwhile, despite the fact its introductory single The Other Side Of Summer failed to crack the Top 40, Elvis Costello's latest album Mighty Like A Rose is the week's highest debutant, at number five. Alan Jones 

was testing the water with a different mix of the track, the reaction was less positive. But when current A&M A&R manager Steve Woolfe told DJs to listen to the Strip To The Bone mix, that was when the track began to take off. "Many of the top DJs had already heard the track through imports. We rushed out promos three days later to the top 80 to 100 DJs," says Woolfe. "Within three or four weeks, the whole thing has blown up 
dreamed it would enter the chart as high as it did," he 

A&M is now urging regional radio to give the single the same support as national and London-based stations. A remix is also a possibility to help sustain sales and an album is nearing its finishing stages this week. It certainly seems the two- year wait has been worth it for everyone involved. Nick Robinson 

SALES 
Index of unit Last This % diff This week last year sales. 100=weekly week week % diff average in 1990 Albums 68 68 +1 -14 Singles 80 90 +12 n/c Music Video 53 59 +12 -19 

SHARE OF SINGLES MARKET BY CHART POSITION 

25% 50% 

TOP 10 BEST SELLING ALBUM ARTISTS 

1 EURYTHMICS 2 R0XETTE 3 THE DOORS 4 SIMPLE MINDS 
(1) 6 ROD STEWART (3) 7 R.E.M. (-) 8 MICHAEL BOLTON (8) 9 GLORIA ESTEFAN 

Compiled by ERA from Gallup data. Based on Top 200 album 
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Send new release details to general manager Graham Walker, ERA, 23-27 Tudor Street t EC4Y OMR. Tel: 071-583 9199. Fa*: 071 583 0955 
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receive the next issue 
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As your business develops within a 
truly global framework how long 
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the international market in its true 
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SONG 

 » 

50 D 
51 CS9 

1® 
57 M 

64 tE3 
65 - 
66 « 
67 M 

69 mH 
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37 24 8 The Waterboys (Scott) Dizzy Heighls/Chrvsali As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 
!lu 

LIGHT MY FIRE OUT NOW. 

THE BIG DISH 
,z™c 25 YEARS (REMIX) » 
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PUUir-T (HART 
THE OFFICSAL liiusicweek CHART 

1 i I 7 Cher SHOOP SHOQP SONG (IT'S I, TO FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME 

30 Amy Grant BABY BABY s Seal FUTURE LOVE PARADISE 
3N THE SEVEN SEAS 

.F. LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL 

Deacon Blue YOUR SWAYING ARMS 

3s Gary Clail On-U Sound System 

US TOP 30 SINGLES 
i I PONT WANNA CRY, Mariah Carey ; HjD TOUCH ME (ALL NIGHT LONG). Cathy Oenn.s 
i I LIKE THE WAY (THE KISSING GAME). H- > RHYTHM OF MY HEART, Ro i i TOUCH MYSELF, Di\ 

I WANNA SEX YOU UP, Color Me Badd LOVE IS A WONDERFUL THING. Michael I SILENT LUCIDITY. Qu LOSING MY RELIGION, R.E 
RUSH RUSH, Paula A 
MIRACLE, Whitney Houston 

» WRITTEN ALL OVER YOUR FACE. Rud a WHAT COMES NATURALLY. Sh DON'T TREAT ME BAD. Rr [uk] STRIKE IT UP, Black Box SAVE SOME LOVE, Keedy 2t POWER OF LOVE/LOVE POWER. Lui COUPLE DAYS OFF, Huey Lewis & The News 7 MY HEART IS FAILING ME, Riff 26 is MORE THAN EVER, Nelson » VOICES THAT CARE, Vo 
- MAMA SAID KNOCK YOU OUT, u 30 2^ [uk] CRY FOR HELP, Rick Astiey 

US TOP 30 ALBUMS 
IE, LOVE AND TENDERNESS. Mi NEW JACK CITY. So MARIAH CAREY, Ma 

GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT, C&C Music Factory POWER OF LOVE, Lui IN' AT THE PLAYGROUND, Am WILSON PHILLIPS. Wi VAGABOND HEART. RQI SHAKE YOUR MONEY MAKER. The Black Crowes HEART IN MOTION, Amy Gram 13* v TO THE EXTREME, Vanill; ro EXTREME II PORNOGRAFFim. Extrem 

« MAMA SAID KNOCK YOU OUT. LL is I'M YOUR BABY TONIGHT, wi « PLEASE HAMMER PONT HURT'EM. M i ■ GARTH BROOKS. Garth Brooks » INTO THE LIGHT. Gl. • EAGLE WHEN SHE FLIES. Dolly Pa 3 HEART SHAPED WORLD. Ch n THE SIMPSONS SING THE BLUES. Thi 27* . HARD AT PUY. Huey lewis & The • THE RAZORS EDGE, AC/DC - ELECTRIC BARNYARD. The Kentucky Head • TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES II. OS 

NOW AVAILABLEI 
The most comprehensive up to dote guide to who's who in the UK music industry. More than 350 pages and 8,000 entries covering record companies, music publishers, distribution, media, pressing, recording studios, promoters, venues, lawyers, merchandisers, booking agents ... in fact everyone in the business of music. 

. This essential reference book includes names, addresses, phone and fax numbers and key personnel conveniently organised for ease of use. 
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Vl#' 
BY ALAN JONES 

THE EAST ANGLIA ANGEL 
At the risk of alienating our readers in Ipswich and Norwich, the old poser "Name five famous Canadians" is simple compared to "Name five famous people from East Anglia." 

• CATHY DENNIS 

The bootiful Bernard Matthews comes all too easily to mind, but who else? Why, Cathy Dennis, of course. The striking 21-year-old is the first singer from Norwich to make much of an impression on the chart (the Farmers Boys' had a few false starts in the Eighties) and, though it looks increasingly unlikely to reach number one here, Cathy's single Touch Me (All Night Long)' is on the verge of a US number one. If it makes it, Cathy will become the first British woman to top the US chart since Kim Wilde made it with 'You Keep Me Hangin' On' nearly four years ago, and the youngest since Lulu topped the list with 'To Sir With Love' in 1967, when she was a mere 18-years-old. 
• 'When The Year Ends In 1' is the fourth single to chart for Tottenham Hotspur football team, equalling the club record established by Liverpool. Overall chart champs among football teams are the England team, whose five hits span 1970-1990. 

• Eurythmics' 'Greatest Hits' album was very nearly toppled last week by Michael Bolton's new album 'Time, Love & Tenderness', but eventually triumphed by the smallest of margins. Bolton thus joins the growing list of artists deprived of top billing by the impressive sales of the Eurythmics compilation. Others who would otherwise have had a number one album are the Waterboys, James, Simple Minds (right), Roxette and Rod Stewart. Some may live to fight another day, but for others one crack at the crown is all they'll get. Let us remember, as legendary as they were, The Who never scored a number one single. 
• Does sex equal love? Apparently so. When George Michael's controversial single "I Want Your Sex' was released, American radio stations who deemed it too racy to play were given an alternative version in which George sang 'I Want Your 

Now, US radio stations who've held out on the smash hit T | Wanna Sex You Up' by Color Me Badd have been serviced with an alternative entitled 'I Wanna Love You Up'. 

The Chosen Few 
New remix of 'Revolution Of The Heart' 

REVOLUTION OF THE PHUTURE WORLD 
Remixed by Jonathon Amis 
AVAILABLE NOW 

CAT. FABU X011T 12" 
Distributed by Movement and Soul 

lllll 

CE. 
RIBUTION • 

woHdTegend^MGMTolQCe and Sumel & Vine on video ...dDeia-vu, leom, coll us now on 0782 56651 bTwuldHmakroirihe \ < ond Classical Society audio labels ... and Ocean budge! labels, difference. 
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SASSEY BASSEY RETURNS 
Shirley Bassey's latest album, 1 am informed, is on the Dino label, the Freestyle Records logo which looms large on it being simply a courtesy credit to the production company. Whatever label it is on, the album is a notable success — not least because, at 54 she's the oldest woman ever to chart an album of new material — and lengthens Miss Bassey's already considerable lead over her rivals as British female singer with most charted albums. In tact, it's Shirl's 29th. Nearest rival Joan Armatrading has just a dozen hit albums to her credit. She also has more hit singles to her colourful career of great credit than any other British longevity. 

• SHIRLEY BASSEY 

Re-entering the album chart last week, 10 years after his untimely death from cancer, Bob '; >\ Marley's 'Legend' album, lest we forget is the biggest selling reggae album ever (sales in Britain 
million, in America two million), and worthy celebration of his talent. 

• Making hay while the sun ' shines? 'Call It What You Want' is New Kids On The Blocks' i ninth h|t in a chart history that spans a mere 20 months. That's • a much more prolonged and concentrated initial burst of hits than any of their contemporaries. But it's worth noting that Elvis Presley had 10 hits here within ; a year of starting his chart career ; in 1956, and the Beatles racked ; up an incredible 30 hits in i America in the year of their breakthrough, 1964. 
• With the obvious exception of Roxette's 'Joyride', the biggest hit across Europe right now is, rather surprisingly, 'Wind Of Change' by teutonic rockers the 
21 years of blistering ears, they've opted for an altogether 
Of Change' is a power ballad. Cited in some quarters as a song 
Germanys, it actually concerns itself with Soviet reform. It has clearly struck a chord in Europe, where it has been a Top 10 hit in almost every country, doing particularly well in Germany, Austria and France, where it was number one for five weeks. One thing it shares with the Roxette record, but few others in recent years, is that both have whistled passages. Does this mean that 'I Was Kaiser Bill's Batman' will soon return in a blaze of glory and pursed lips to dominate Europe? Only time will 
• 'R.S.V.P.' is Jason Donovan's 11th UK hit, the same as fellow Aussies INKS. Only one other Australian act has had as many as 10 UK hits — Kylie Minogue, who leads her old flames Jason and Michael Hutchence (INXS lead vocalist) with a dozen hits to her name so far. Number 13, out this Monday, will be 'Shocked'. Kylie and Jason's totals both include their duet 'Especially For You'. 

* 

• Slow to start, five weeks at number one and slow to fall — i combination that adds uf a long ct er for Chesney Hawkes' The One And Only', which is still in the Top 30, 15 weeks after it entered the chart. Only two number one hits in the past two years have stuck around longer — Adamski's 'Killer', (above) a chart resident for 18 weeks, and 'Ride On Time', the 22 week platinum opener for Black Box. 
• As previously noted in this column, the Dutch welcome oldies to their chart almost as warmly as we do. The latest example of this is Frank Sinatra's 'High Hopes', which is currently climbing the Dutch Top 10. His first Top 10 hit there since 'Theme From New York' reached number five in 1980, 'High Hopes' dates back to 1959, when it featured in the movie 'A Hole 
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RIGHT BEFORE MY EYES 
BRAND NEW MIX BY LIGGETT & BARBOSA 
ALSO INCLUDES THE HIGHLY SOUGHT AFTER 

BRUCE FOREST MIX 

STAR WAY 

7" SWR3 ■ 12" SWRT3 • CD SINGLE SWRCD3 
ALL 3 FORMATS AVAILABLE FROM JUNE 17 

Distributed by Total/BMG 
Order thru BMG TELESALES 

021 500 5678 
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Dee C's newie, 'Chill To The Panic' is one of those mammoth overblown everything-but-the-kitchen-sink productions. No 
wonder its creator Adam J Mellow describes it as "stadium house". The song's stomping rave- orientated groove with its deeply funky organ is only the start of the story. In addition, the track boasts Italo-style whooping exultations from Shola, who also features on the new Orb single plus a ragga-influenced rap from Dezz the Dezz. The irrepressible end-result is finding favour with everyone from Gary Davies to hardcore DJs. The eclectic nature of the track is down to Adam Mellow's diverse background. He began by helping his brother with his reggae sound system, before they later moved on to play hip hop, electro and acid house. Mellow over-ambitiously predicted that the last Deep C single, 'African Reign,' would be "a rave anthem for the Nineties". This time round he is slightly more modest and far more accurate, describing 'Chill To The Panic' as "a real cracker for the si 

Kirsty MacCoil 
First there was Edie Brickell, then there v s Suzanne Vega, and now there is Kirsty ] MacCoil: female singer/ songwriters are finding their | way onto the nation's dancefloors by fair means or foul. The first two got there via unauthorised remixes, but the dance version of Kirsty MacColl's 'Walking Down Madison' is all completely above board. It was her own idea to have the song remixed: "If we hadn't done it someone else would have!" she says. Howard Gray, who had previously worked as an engineer with producer and husband, Steve Lillywhite, was brought in to do the remix. MacCoil had heard the more dance-orientated work that he had been doing as one quarter of Apollo 440, and also his remixes for Scritti Politti/Shabba Ranks, MC Kinky and Banderas. The resulting club mix of 'Walking Down Madison' is featured on the 12-inch along with Gray's ambient mix, which is virtually an acappella and useful tor mixing. The seven-inch mix, also included on the 12-inch B-side, is a very commercial amalgamation of the best bits of both the club mix and Lillywhite's original rock/pop version. MacCoil also enlisted the help of Aniff Collins whose inventive raps sit neatly alongside her distinctive vocals. 

Andy Beevers 

(2) NIGHT IN MOTION Cubic 22 (—) OPTIMISTIC Sound Of Blackness (-) GOTTA LOVE FOR YOU Jomanda (—) QUEST/MUSIC Sonic Solution (1) GYPSY WOMAN Crystal Waters (10) TECHNOFUNKLost (-) I CAN FEEL IT Redux (-) DE LA SOUL IS DEAD De la Soul (-) BAZERK, BAZERK, BA2ERK Sons Of Bazerk (-) PIECE OF MY HEARTTara Kemp 

(Big Time 12") (Perception 12T (Big Beat/Giant 12") (R&S12") (A&M 12") (Perfecto 12") (SAM 12") (Big Life LP) (S.O.U.L.LP) (Giant 12") A guide tc 
Andy Beevers ^ 

fj 
i every Friday from 7.30 to 10pm. Compiled by sales returns from | the following record stores; Underground/Eastern Bloc (Man- lyu Chester); City SoundsA/inyl Zone (London); 3 Beat (Liverpool); ^2 and 23rd Precinct (Glasgow). 

kenrr 
thinking about your love 

y thomas 

the hit follow up to outstanding 7 ■ 12 • mo • cd ■ cool(x)23S 
c*> 
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Spare a thought for the young inhabitants of the small US town whose strict 10pm curfew may mean that they never get inside a club, let along hear the one single which draws inspiration from their plight. Havoc's 'Mechanicville' is that track. "We had read about 
the town", explains Sean Bailey, one half of the South London duo, along with singer Ian Hicks. "And it just seemed linked to life's own curfews." The 'Mechanicville' remix — courtesy of Caspar Pound of A Hippy, A Homeboy And A Funky Dred fame — is aimed squarely at the dancefloor, with a persuasive piano riff, ravey feel and a bassline that bubbles like hot tarmac. 

m 

Chrysalis 

12 (NEW) 
13 (NEW) 

</) DE LA SOUL IS DEAD (LP) De La Soul The long-awaited second album from the ex-Daisies wit! nonsense and dancefloor hits SAFE FROM HARM Massive i/) HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK (REMIX) Ian Dury The much-anticipated Flying remix of a classic pop song ESCAPE Gary Clail i/) CAN U FOLLOW The Stone Funkers Chunky, funky and devastating rap for advanced dancers FEED THE FEELING Perception /) NIGHT BY NIGHT Alandra Drake US Columbia Thunderous house cut with a ripping female vocal and Hurley mixes to 
TECHNO FUNK Lost SYSTEM OVERLOAD EP Ubik TOO EASTERN MYSTERIES Sound Clash Republic LWNTheOrl 

/y rhythm track currently hot on the s a remixed form with a rap WELCOME BACK BROTHER JAMES CFM Band I WANNA GROOVE YOU BABY D-Tech ITS ALL OUTTA LOVING YOU Temper Temper /) SO MANY ROADS/FOR KERRI Dee Dee Brave 
19 (NEW) 
20 (NEW) 

lal brought you "My My Lov 
te Bush-like vocal Italian Di ie a good ABC tune 

Sean is delighted that Caspar's handiwork has "enhanced its clubbiness", but it's Havoc's reputation for harder Euro- Techno — as can be witnessed on the single's flipside — that has provided a large European following. "We were both into electronic music long before we formed Havoc in November '89; I think Ian went to see Kraftwerk when he was 12 years old," he says. Havoc are progressing, however. "We're now into creating songs rather than just hard rhythms," says Sean. Them Texan kids don't know what they're missing. Davydd Chong 
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HERB ALPERT featuring de la Vega 'Jump Street' 

GROOVE FACTORY featuring Jackie Virgil 'Don't Stop The Music" 

SOLD OUT 'Shine On (Joey Negro Mix) (Columbia 656863 8) 
SUB SUB 'Space Face (Techno Todd Dub) 
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DANCE 010 p 
TOXIC 

THE TOXIC EP 

^ DANCE 009 
THE BIG SHOWD HOLD ME OUT NOW 

28:5:91 

DANCE 012 
TEKNO TOO JET-STAR COMING SOON 

SYM THE CUT AN COMING 
CO 10 

Distnbut 

DANCE 008 
THE ARTFUL DODGER PURE LOVE — PURE ENERGY 10:6:91 

DANCE 014 
IS THAT IT? STATE OF MIND EP COMING SOON 

DANCE 011 
GREED 

LOVE "AMORE" COMING SOON 

ITINUES ... 
TELESALES on 081 889 6555 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

ZON 
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TOP 30 VIDEO TOP 15 

MUSIC VIDEO THE OFFICIAL Shusicweek CHART 
| | | Category/running time C^no' | | | Otego^nning time Cettl! 1 | | y^TV.,- cL,'"! 
1 3 i; ROSEMARY CONLEY'S WHOLE... BBC CYBORG Rathe • Special lnieresl/1hr BBCV4457 ID" s Sci-Fi/lhrlSmin PES31030 1 , 8 E^URVTHMICS: Greatest Hits BMGVJdeo 
o , 9 THE RESCUERS Walt Disney 17 rR"! STAR TREK; The Generation 13 CIC t Children's/I hr 14min 0 240642 ''UiitiSci.Fi/lhr32min VHR2466 2 2 26 MADONNA^ The Immaculate Collection^WMV 
"1 2 5 HIGHLANDER Warner Home Video ippwm JANE FONDA'S WORKOUT: Lean Routine... WHV J Sci/fi/lhr61min PES38050 «OLuJ SpecialInterest/1hr23min PES«)654 3 4 3, PAVAROTTI/DOMINGO/CARRERASPolyGram Vid •* Live/1 hr26min CFV11122 

CIC 10 „ j, LADY AND THE TRAMP Walt Disney TWrfM Comedy/l hr37min VHR1391 1J Children's Cartoons/lhrl3min D205822 4 5 10 DEBORAH HARRY/BL0NDIE:,. Best Of Chrysalis ^ Compilation/lhr20min CVHS6040 
K , 6R0ADH0USE Warner Home Video QfirOT STAR TREK: The Next Generation 12 CIC •» Aclion/lhr49min PES99704 Sci.Fi/lhr32min VHR2441 5 STATUS QUCh Rocking... 4 Front/Po^Gram 
c 8 2 THE ABYSS FoxVideo 91 , FIELD OF DREAMS Guild Home Video u Sci-Fi/2hr 14min 1561 50 *■' Drama/1 hr 41 min GL0 60095 g 3 4 LENNON: A Tribute Pickwick 
7 pwnjBLAKES 7; Shadow/Weapon BBC 99,, 6 STAR TREK V: The Final Frontier CIC ' Immm Sci-Fi/lhr43min BBCV4498 " Si-fi/lhr42min VHR2374 7 Li?°1h^3E0m^RT: TOni9ht He'S "" 4 Fr0nt/PL0E^OlS 
0 s 2B PRETTY WOMAN Touchstone 90 ,6 3 STEP AHEAD WITH CAR0LAN BROWN Vid Coll O Comedy/1 hrSBmin D410272 " Special Interesl/lhrl6min VC6105 8 BON JOVh Slippery When Wet 4 Front/Pol^Gram 
Q 5 7 THE'Y'PLAN COUNTDOWN Virgin 9/iPmRAMBOII 4 Front/PolyGram 3 Special Interest/1hr30min WD830 44LJaiijAction/lhr33min LE080002 Q, 3 JOE LONGTHORNE: The Very Best Of Telstar " Compilalion/45min TVE1032 

in s 18 CALLANETICS CIC 91:.. 26 MADONNA: The Immaculate Coll... WMV ,u Special Inlerest/lhr VHR1335 Music/55min 7599382143 10,0 28 PHjLCOLLINS: Seriously Live... Virgin Vision 
i i mm BLAKES 7: Orac/Redemption BBC 9c ^ . PAVAR0TTI/D0MING0/CARRERAS PolyGram 1 1UAI Sci-Fi/1hr42min BBCV4497 ^D Music/lhr26min CFV11122 11 THESHADOWS:... Very Best 4 Front/Po^Gram 
12, 8 THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW Foxvideo £7 m 3 WRESTLING SUPER HEROES SilverVision 12 8 2, DANIEL O'DONNELL: An Evening With Ritz "■ Compilation/1 hr39min RITZV0008 
i 0 27 2 CHIPPENDALES: Tall Dark & Hand... Video Gems 90 ,6 , THE SOUND OF MUSIC FoxVideo 'j 0ther/1 hrlOmin R1372 ^ MusiQ/2hr46min 105150 ITs - JAMES: Come Home Live PolyGram Video ,w Live/1 hr12min 0830923 
ifl., . EURYTHMICS: Greatest Hits BMG Video 90 2, , OLIVER Cinema ClubAfideo Coll Music/1 hr36min 791012 " Musical/2hr 20min CC1118 14 TURNER: Rio '88 4 Front/Pol^ram 
1 cPCTRAMBO III 4 Front/PolyGram 9n is 2 ROSIE & JIM: Vol2 Central/Video Coll 1J bm Action/1 hr43min . IE080012 JU Children's/1 hr VC1202 IK,, .6 MADONNA: Justify My Love/MTV Vogue WMV Video Single/12min 7599382253 

illiiiiii 

• TEfiRY BLOOD DISTRIBUTION • 
We Cover Everything. That's The TBD Difference. 
you will never again waste valuable time and money tracking down stock from multiple sources. TBD is the ultimate one-stop wholesaler, cow The difference is a 24-hour delivery guarantee, backed by a 6-doy telesales service, areas, more comprehensively than any other djstribul nationwide sales team and 40 telephone hotlines available daily from 9am - 6 pm, so you can that has won us recognition in both the Video c stock-up overnight. industries. The difference is an additional exclusive range of TBD own brand and sole distributor For more information or to arrange to met labels .. featuring Broveworld, legend, MGM, Palace and Sunset & Vine on video ... Deja-vu, team, call us now on 0782 566511. it could mc 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS TOP 20 25|v,ayi991 

COMPILATIONS THE OFFICIAL iiusicweek CHART 

• 1 | «|™Oi(producer) 
1 1 |we 

1 , „ GREATEST HITS *2«« 39-.WICKED GAME • ^zzz •1 SMASH HITS 
1 B33 ■ MASSIVE! DoverZDD24IE) ■ " Various CCD 24/ADD 24 -? , ,SE.SeTiSS,ess ciz: 40 sSS 

i —  inVRinF a ' WZZ>™i21 SOUL PROVIDER *3 Columbia4653WISMI 3 a 7JOYRIDE» EMITCEMD1019IEI B Michael Won (Omartian) 4653432/46B43I 2 , ,7 THINKING OF YOU... Columbia MOODC15 (SMI 
' . CPUIIRFDT HID a MJ P0P LIFE London8282464K82462If 1 . 4 3 ? SCHUBERT DIP © ParlophoneTCPCS7353|E) Bananarama(Youlh/Goodfellow/Caine/Stod/AitlenM'aterman) 8282461 ^ 9 , , MASSIVE HITS Telstar STAC 2505 IBMGI — Various TCD2505/STAR2506 

A MIGHTY LIKE A ROSE Wa,oe,B,o,hemWX419C(W) ^ 0 6 TheDoo^Rotoildl "S n , , CLASSIC EXPERIENCE III OEMITCEMTVDBBIEI ^ Various CDEMTVD 59/EMTVD 59 
1 —  HI IT OF TIMF m ' Iwmuimm THE RHYTHM OF THESAINTS* 2 WamerBiothersWXSWIWl fi 2'"°/°™* WarnerBtolhersVVX404C(W) " 25 PaulSimonlSimon) 75992KI982/WX340 C s , UNCHAINED MELODIES-II IBMGI J Various Telstar STAC 2515/TCD 2515/STAR 2515 

nFiicnm icnpan „ ; ,    flR 5, a EOOK SHARP! * EMITCEMC3557IE1 A 7[S Ul ' Ul I1 U Big Life BLRMCSIF) RoxehelOtarmanWoseley) 79I0982fEMC 3557 C „ . NOWTHAT'SWHATI CALL MUSIC 19 * " Various EMl/Virgin/PolyGram TCNOW19/CONOW IS/NOW 19 
n THFWHITFRnnM. einn ■ ■ ....cun^MoT, 4G 33 4 THE BEAST INSIDE 0 Cow DUNG 14MCIRII {jj a 11 FHE WHITE ROOM # KLfCommurocanonsJAMSMCOOSIRT) ™ InspiralCarpelsINaglel DUNG 14C0/DUNG14 7 , a MARQUEE METAL Marquee 8454174(F) ' Various 8454172/8454171 

• pnuUFRnEinUF JAMBuUore.Jate.Lruoo SERIOUS HITS...LIVE! * 3 Virgin PCMCXllfl A QPm COWER OF LOVE  Epic4680124(SM| 4/ 38 28 PhilCollinslMins/Colbyl TCCDXI/PCLPI O , THAT LOVING FEELING VOL IV DinolBIP) 0 Various D1NMC18/D1NCD18/DINTV18 
E — pup An ta v    /JO „ MCMXCA.O,* Virgin International MCV1R1 (F) in 5 , SUGAR TAX Virgin TCV264810 « 23 Enigma lEnigmal C0VIR1/LPVIR1 Q „„ UNCHAINED MELODIES • (BMG) w* ""Various Telstar STAR 248(VTCD2480/STAC 2480 

„„ THFIWIRF inc-n - nr flQ 1ICART OF STONE * GeffenGEFC24239IBMGI 11 " 8SimMSio!SiRo.hr,.ldVa,iousl 7SS - Che^,ASte,l GEFD 2423«EF 24239 1 0 i? eg PRETTY WOMAN (OST) * EMiUSATCMTL1052(E| g U te « Various COMT1.1052/MTL1052 
A 19 75,03 LEGEND * 3 Tuff Gong BMWC1(0 50 ^ 3 G™SonfT 11 , FREE SPIRIT-17 CLASSIC ROCK BALLADS (SM) ' 1 3 ° Various Columbia MOOD 16/MOODCD16/MOOD 16 

1.T 8 .R^LIFE. 1 ^TCVEEBOft 51 40 33 *^- 19 DIRTY DANCING (OST) * 5 (BMG) •A- Various RCA BK86408/BD86408/BL 86403 
1 il PLEASE HAMMER DON'T HURT'FM ★ p -( , rr. 52 43 28 ^ST OF THE BEE GEES * Polydof 8473394 (F) 14 '2«MC Ham™,SmerlS^^ 28. ,The Bee Gees IGibWGibb«ibbA7ari.„sl 8473392W7339, 19 SOUTHERN NIGHTS KnightKTVMC1 (BMG) 8 J " Various KTVCD1/KTVLP1 
IE GREATEST HITS 1977 1990 • F ■ 46,94,4™, 53 53 6 DANCES WITH WOLVES (OST) Epic 46759,4 (SM) 15 16 23 GREATEST HITS 1977"1990 0 SS) 6 JohnBar^lFosler/Barryl 4675912/4675911 14 ,s 35 ™E L0ST B0YS '0ST) * At'anuc7817^674(Wj 
16 ■ 54ia3g^ "ESSffiA 1C , THE BEST OF INDIE TOP 20 |RT) ■J" Various Beechwood BOTT 001MC/BOTT 001CD/BOTT 001 
17. .5SSTHEOOO"S rss. 55"«i»™I '=" 1fi„ 4 THIN|CE-THEFIRSTSTEP • (BMG) ,U 8 Various Telstar STAC 2500ZTCD2500/STAR 2500 
10 1016 GOLD MOTHER • fonuna8485954|F1 bb O ESSpShaimanl A ' 0 James(Boolh/Gon/Glennie/Garside/Norton) 8485952W85351  ilariYL,onnittJr|Unn«Jflbbaimanl 4667362/4667361 17 HARDCORE UPROAR DinoDlNMC20(P) " " 3 Various DINCD 20/DINTV 20 
1Q „ 2; THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION * 5 VanoosWX370C(wi 57 3' «f fES * SSS " 27 MadonnaISirel 7599264102MX370 ■ Shng(PadghamSlingl 3964052/3964051 IS 11 « SOFT METAL BALLADS Arcade ARC 933604 (SM) HO" 3 Various ARC933502/ARC933501 IQ,, . RED HOT METAL-18 ROCK CLASSICS IE) 20 8R„?s.e™St,—ZST^4™ 30 36 8 NigelKennedy/LPO/Tennsled.(Keener) CDNIGEO^IGES 
71 ,4,5'NTO THE LIGHT Epic462;824iSM| 59 42 . !?LUt,f;INt^ „ , ^' Glnriafsielanlfstelan/CasasiOstwaldi 4677822/467782, Massive (MassnreDollart ^. WBRCDl/WBRLPI 

'3'5 6 various Dover ZDD 21/CCD 21/ADD 21 
9n,n 4 NEW JACK CITY (OST) Giant 7599244094 (W) Various 7599244092/7699244091 

09 AUBERGE* East West WX407CIW1 GO 35 5 WORD OF MOUTH ViiginTCV2662lf| 22 ,9 12 Chris RealReaKeilyl ^mMuvSn, 0U 5 Mile 6 The Mechanics INeil/RullierfoidOilelmanI CDV2662/V2662 
■ a ••bhu-. -ass w-sasi, "xsaas 1 ARTISTS A-Z 

24>-EESSS;2r*0 S,= 62 or KEEP THE MUSIC PLAYING FreestvIed)™0INMC21IPI KTl an , BUDDY'S SONG lOSTIU ChiysalisZCHR1812IEI   « r~" r9 25 28 2 ShhleyB^yZande^^l DJ ' Chesne,HawVeslShacllocloXe,shaw/FeldmarVHawl.es)CCD1812rt:HR,8,2 
7R in ,7 THE SIMPSONS SING THE BLUES • GeffenGEFC24308IBMGI 64 ISirIMr'SUc , Epic46692»l(SMI A The Simpsons (bten) GEFCD24308/GEF 24308 ^ Laying Colour ISlasiuml 4669202/4669201 97 COMPLETE PICTURE-THE VERY BEST OF • ChrysalislEi RR 33 2HARDATPLAY Chiys3lisZCHR1847/CHR1847IE) cTmnHouse:.« :.:E 
t-1 23 11 DeborahHany/BtondielVanousI ZCHR,817/CCO 1817/CHR1817 HueylewisAmlTheNevB(Scbneefl.ewsm.eNevm7rhomgienl CCD1817 90 „ „ SPARTACUS# ProduceMILKMCHP) 65 49 3 WHlf'LPCi?1: Dedicated0E0MC0011RT) 3. The Farm (Mocphersonj MILKCO1/MILKLP1 Chapterhouse (Gulhrie/Hague/Jezzard/ChapierhouselDEDCDOOl/DEDLP 001 9q 7- , GET READY! Cotabia4!»l364ISM| 67 48 6 D

Fl^S
e
HP0'NT , Rolling Stones 4681354 ISM) RoachfordlRoachford/Fayney/Roachford) awmfiWdflmfii Rolling Stones (wmsey/GlimmerTwins) 4681352/4681351 

Qfl !, „ INSPECTOR MORSE-MUSIC FROM ITV SERIES* CO M I'M YOUR BABY TONIGHT* Ansia4ii039lBMGl A 31 13 BanlnqtonPhelounolWata, VirginVTMCZWTCOZYTIPTIF) UO WmlneyHoustonlVariousi 261039nil039 " 91 CIRCLE OF ONE* Fonlana 8427444IFI CO ra WORLD POWER* Arista410682IBMGI a ^ ' 22 15 OietaAdamstobaWasccmbel 8427442,342)441 M SnapMSnapll 260682/2,0682 * A 99 rm RUMOR AND SIGH CapiiolTCEST2i42lEi yQ )2 ,5 DEDICATION-VERY BEST OF THIN LIZZY Venigoif) RichardThcmpscnlFrooml COEST2142£Sr2,42 ThinlirrylVanousI 8481924r848t922W81921 99 ^ ZUCCHERO London6490634(F) 71 |JS THE ROAD TO HELL * 4 EastWestWX3l2C|Wl ZuccherolRusricil 8490S32i3490631 Chris Rea (Rea/Kellyl 2462852/WX3,2 9 A 7, , MAMA SAID VitginAmeticaVUSMC3llfl 79 6, 2S PILLS'N'THRILLS AND BELLYACHES* FaciorylP) LennyKravitrlKravitrl CDVUS3,/VUSLP31 * ^ HappyMondayslOalenfolrVOsbornel FACT320C/FACT320CO/FACT320 9C HOODOO O Columbia 4682724 (SM) 79 .... THE STORY OF THE CLASH VOL 1 • ColumbialSMI 30 4 AlsonMDyellGlenisler/Oix7Cox«leelel 4682222/4682721 'J The Dash (Various) 4602444/46)2442/4602441 
^fi k n USTENWITH0UTPREJUDICEV0L1 *3 Epic4672954(SM| 7/i H NOMOREGAMES-THEREMIXALBUMcoiumbi34674944lSM| A 'JU 37 GeotqeMichaellMichaell 467295274672951 ' ^ NewKidsOnTheBlocklnocredill 4674942/4674941 97 IN CONCERT * 4 Oecca 4304334/4304332 IF) 7R E3 ALL TRUE MAN* Tabu4658822ISMI 08 " 35 LucianoPayaroiCPiaci'doDomingo/JoseCarretasfRaeburnl 4304331 ' J AlexandetO'NeallJimmyJartVLewisfl/anoosI 4658821/4658824 A 90 Pffl O-G.OR'GINAL GANGSTER sireWX4,2ClWl 71: .... DOUBT* FOOOfOODTCSIEl UW laiaai ice-T (lceT/D.J. Aladdin/lslam/DJ SU/Bashir) 7599264922/WX412 ' ** Jesus Jones (Edwards) FOODCD5/FOODLP5 
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MID-PRICE/BUDGET 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS 

DISTRIBUTION; 
INDIE SINGLES' 1 § Cassetto/CD/LP (DJstribiftor} 1 1 Sk 1 1 CLASSICAL COLLECTION SAMPLER Conifer 1 • 3 last train to trancentral Communit>t|onsKLFM8()<t(m 2 2 DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS ^ CFP £ ; 4 GCT TRE MESSAGE Factory fAC 287(71 (PI 0 VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS CFP 0 3 Virtuosi Of England CFP 40016n"CCFP 40016 (El 3 j 3 JUST A GROOVE Rumour RUMADI33 (PI 

M ORFF: CARMINA BURANA Deutsche Grammophon 1 Eugene Jochum/OO CD:4238862/MC:4238864 IF! 4 , t FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME Deb„tDEBT(XI3109|P| 
C THE COLLECTION - IN CONCERT Collector Series 0 11 Luciano Pavarotti CCSLP 288/CCSMC 288 (BMG) 5 «*'Donovan PWLPWKTISOIPI C . HOLST; THE PLANETS CFP □ « James Loughran/HO CFP40234/TCCFP40243 (E) 6-tMWaK Freedom High FHPIT) 1 (PI y 17 AL^NONI/PACHELBEL ^^^DGG^ieria 7 s 3 GONNA^CATCH YOU Supreme SUPEITI185 (PI 
0 THE WORLD OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN Decca 0 > O'OyleyCarte CD;4300952/MC:4300954(F) g , j ^DONT EVEN KNOW IF 1...    t| 0 ELGAR^ CELLO CONCERTO'EN'GMAVARUVTKJNjS^^ ^ Comfer 9"" - SKeCAN ST0P US/SPEEDWELLHeaye„,yHVN9„2„RE,P, IQ ii TCHWKOVSK^1812 OVERTURE CFP 101/TCCFP lOME) 10 .3&LE™ED0WN Produce MILK 104(T) (PI 11 ORFF; CARMINA BURANA Imo Classics 1 1 a Simon Hickox/LSO CD:CIMP855/MC:CIMPC855|PK) 11 ' 3 K KtesHM 18 A MYSTERY Creed CREED 11 (T| (SRDI 10 PUCCINI: ARIAS AND DUETS EMI Laser 1*. 18 Various CD;CDZ7625202/MC:LZ 7625204(E) 12™ , ^N/WXS. StrjctlyUnderground -STUR 6IP, 

13 t4 ASMF30TH ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE SAMPLER 13 „ 2 SPIRAL SYMPHONY ^ KICKSISRDI 
1^ s BIZET^CARMEN SCENES AND ARIAS CD 4213oo^MC 14 .'KMT Desire WANT(X140 (PI IC . RACHMANINOV: PIANO CONCERTO 2 CFP 13 8 MartinoTirimcVPO CFP4383n"CCFP4383 (E) 15™ . WHERExARE YOU INOWI FWLConlinen1al.|PWLT88lIPl 1C INTRODUCING THE MOZART EDITION Philips 10 5 Neville Marriner/ASMF CD:4267352 (F) 16 One Little Indian 48 TP7(12KP) iy ELGAR: VIOUN CONCERTO EMX4120581/EMX41E2r05Sn(E® 17 .. 2aWEP' UltimateTOPP003IT) (RTI 1 g MOZART: THE MARRIAGE OF RGARO^mmz TCCFpD 10 ,610 PLAYING WITH KNIVESviny) storm 25r (storm ^ (srd) 
19 20 ORFF: CARM'NA BURANA CFP4381/TCCFP4381C1IE} 19™'leTe0SLJ^EART Lazy LAZY 27(71 (RE/PI 2Q „ BEST-LOVED CLASSICS 2 CD CDZ7625012/MC L2 76^5014 (E) 20 « ' TEMPERATURE RISING stress SSIH 4ISPI 21 M THE WORLD OF KATHLEEN FERRIER CD.4300962/MC.4300^

<g) 21KE1V , LEMON AFTERNOON/MY HANDS... siluatior,T>(0.(S|T78T)(RT| 
22 a PUCCINI: ARIAS CCFP4569fTCCFP4569C(E) 22 i''4KdWcMiteF(B0edl!m

DEV0TI0N RumourRUMAITI25(PI 23 „ WARSAW CONCERTO CFP4144931/CFP4144934C(E) 07 ALIVE TONIGHT „ „ tO " z Ruzzcocks Planet Pacific PAC3IT)IAPII 9fl BEETHOVEN; SYMPHONY NO. 9 DGGalleria LM » Herbert Von KaraiarVBPO 4158321/4158324 (F) 24 23 ,3 BLINDFOLD [EP] AnXious ANXITI27 (PI 
25 |5 KING OF THE HIGH C'S CD-421326^MC-42P13r2aM(Fa) 25 t. a WAKING UP Shut Up And Dance - SUAD14 (P) 
26 » PUCCINL TURANDOT (H'GHLIGHTS) 26™ i Amta Adam? L0VE PWLContinental .(PWLT861 (PI 2y B BECTHOVEN^SYMPHONYSINFMAJOR ^^^DGGalleria 27 .4 3®S1cE0LY Warp 7WAP1, (WAP 11) (PI 90 ORFF; CARMINA BURANA HMV Master fcO * Andre Previn/LSO EG 2910661/E6 2910664(E) 28 " zWIPEtTHEsNEEDLE Shut Up And Dance SUAD12S (12| (P) 20 VERDI: ARIAS CO CDCFP4575/MC-TCCFP4576C(E) 29 1111 Happy Mondays Fac.d.FAC3,27,FAC3,2„P, Oft BEST-LOVED CLASSICS 1 EMI Laser OU » Various CD:CDZ7625002/MC:127625004 (E) 30 K ' Sh?mfn'™INE One Little Indian46TP7[46TP12 IP) OI DVORAK: SYMPHONY 9 (NEW WORLD) CFP 01 » Zdenek Macal/LPO CFP 4382/TCCFP 4382 (E) 31 " < ParisAngels Sheer Joy SHEER 57/SHEER 5T (APT) 32 „ THE WORLD OF MOZART CD-43049B2/MC-4304^C(n 32 « , Sf SANITY CLAUSE Xickin.KICK4ISRDI 
33 . 33 ztt.^F™1 KLFCommunicationsKLF0051X1 (RT) 
34 ^ MOZART'S GREATEST HITS GL 8329,(GK 34 - as0 Situalion Two SIT 7617} (RT) jg ^ OPERA HIGHUGHTS-SAMPLER 4263702/0 35 " 4 BASWS IN THE SKY Rising High * RSN 1ISRDI 
36 - ^r^RMINABURANA gl^gkMq 36 26 6 AddamsVcVP^ ' DebutDEBTIXI3108(PI 07 _ DVORAK: VIOUN CONCERTO _r„ T^D "I 4/ = Vernon Handley/RLPO CO;CXfP456eMC:TCCfP4566IEI 37 * '• SeDAY F0REVER ,EP1 Creation - [CRE100T) |Pt OO VIVALDI-FOUR SEASONS Conifer OO • AndersOhrwalVDBE CO:DDD109/MC:DDC 109 ICON) 38™ ' StaogyME N0W Shelly*s-[SRD0261 US) 
39 • vBaE,?0L

LOVEDCLASSICS4 CO;CDZ 7625032/MC;l2 7625034^EI 39-FnMe.s Cow DUNG 13(THRT| 
/in MENDELSSOHN/BRUCH: VIOUN CONCERTOS EMIL«er tU • BurfloV8ouH/LSO/Menhum CD:CDZ7625192/MC:L27625194IEI 40 A 4 CHLORINE DREAM 4ADIB1AD1004 (RTI 

DISTRIBUTION: INDIE ALBUMS^ 
1 , ]0 THE,WHITE ROOM KlFcommn micatlons JAMSLP 006 (RT) 2 , 3Q SPARTACUS Produce MILKLP1 (P) O , , THE BEAST INSIDE <J 1 3 Insplral Carpets Cow DUNG 14 (RR 4 Nm , KEEP THE^MUSIC PLAYING f ^ (|>) 5 ; j WHIRLPOOL Dedicated DEDLP 001 (RT) 0 , j THE BEST OF INDIE TOP 20 Beechv,0<)d Bonoot |RT) 
7 , , THAT LOVING FEEUNG VOL IV 
8 • 3 Dtipl^ortal Coil 4ADDAD 1005 [RR 0 (t , PILLS 'N'THRILLS & BELLYACHES Factory FACT 320 (P) 1Q , 3 SMOKER STRONG WHISKEY NewberryCM00021 (PI 
METAL CHART 1 new UNION Arista 411558 (BMG) 
2 4 SUEEMETAL ^3 WMI72/MM171 3 i RED HOT METAL-18 ROCK CLASSICS DoverZOD2UE) 
4 j TIME'S UP Epic 4669204 (SM) 4669202/4669201 g n SLIPPERY WHEN WET Vertigo VERHC 38 IF) 
g s DEDICATION-THE VERY BEST OF 
y new BLESSED ARE THE SICK Earache MOSH 31MC (RE) 
g n EMPIRE 'SOSMS 0 « SOUL DESTRUCTION 
10 2 MANE ATTRACTION 
11 it ARISE Roadss 19 s RAZOR'S EDGE AtcoWX364C(W) AC/DC 7567914132/WX 364 
13»EEArToiT 7ASC2MlS2o5l 1/[ 7 RITUAL DELO HABITUAL Warner Brothers WX306C(W) Jane's Addiction WX 306CD/WX 306 IC « BLAZE OF GLORY/YOUNG GUNS II Vertigo 8464734 (F) 13 JonBonJovi 8464732/8464731 10 t; BACK STREET SYMPHONY EMITCEMC3570JE) 
17 14 YOUNG GODS Polydor 8478464(F) ■ ' Little Anaels 8478462/8478461 10 ij CORNERSTONES 1967-1970 POM72312W723VI 
19 " PORNOGRAFFITI 
on >6 RVE MAN ACOUSTICAL JAM Geffen GEFC 24311 (BMG) Tesla GEFCD243n/GEF 24311 21 « REMASTERS ^ZEP^fl 99 15 RECYCLER Warner Brothers WX390C(W) £■£■ zzioo WX 390CD/WX 390 23 » APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION GwxeS5xf$3 24 to STRENGTH yse^eSsSSsi 
25 " S^L0oafT0FHELL cleve,and^nt4M2419(^SW 9C re FOUR SYMBOLS (LED ZEPPELIN 4) £-u Led Zeppelin 27 a CHERRY PIE Columbia 4671904 (SM) 
28 25 Eaf10'^ Epic 4504474 ISM) 4504472/4504471 20 » SHAKE YOUR MONEYMAKER 
3Q 27 UVE AT THE BR1XTON ACADEMY Slash 8282384(F) 8282382/8282381 
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SINGLES 
HIGHLIGHTS ~"a " MaV 199,■3, May ,991:85 

-JJJ,  ™„ ... 00= =•-     
SHOE EOYS J«LOUSV.„!in0 My M.5 E..OPHO.E R 6553 ^ 1. .S3 ...• COE .5, ..MC.. TC^ 55. PoP Kl E3 EH Aj reliable 
°'™e™T,™W ••S'^KDW™S MELL0W GEE ■■7', GEE 22 GEET ™ ^ ^ Rop plus samples from band featurod in last week's OJ Directory. 
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TOP 60 OANCE SINGLES 

THE OFFICIAL jhusicweek CHART 
| g | Title Label t12*) 111 ™ist IDisvSwor) 11 « 
4, z 1 WANNA SEX YOU UP IK 19 , WAKING UP Nicoletle Shut Up And Dance SUAD14 (P) 1R ra THE FACTS OF LIFE OJ DennyMadden EternalYZ676T(W) 1 Color Me Badd Giant W0036TIWI 26 CII3SPACE FACE tu UMM Sub Sub TenTENX373IF) oc ,B , NOTHING CAN STOP US Saint Etienne Heavenly HVN 912 (RE/PI 

9 , , GYPSY WOMAN (LA DA DEE) 26 ^!1 presslire tu Ability 11 Outer Rhythm FOOT 12 (RT) 17 ra N0 SLEEP RAVER J/ Mm 4 Hero Reinforced RIVET 1206 (SRO) 
o , , ANASTHASIA 90 ,8 , WICKEDEST SOUND £-0 Rebel MC feat Tenor Fly Desire WANTX 40 IP) 17 mv COLOUR MY LIFE OI UWi M-People DeconstructionPT 44440 (BMG) 
a rrn ANSWER MY PRAYER 29 CE3 ?ER0ES 

*■*' " B|lly Preston Outerspace 120UTER1 (BMG) OQ „ ; FOOTSTEPS FOLLOWING ME Frances Nero Debut DEBTX 3109 IP) 
c , . TOUCH ME (ALL NIGHT LONG) JU Soft CelWarc Almond MercurYSOFT2I2(F| dn ra 1 L'KE THE WAY (KISSING GAME) HU Ua Hi-Five Jive (USA) 14241 JDIImport) 
C.c , 1 DON'T EVEN KNOW IF... 37 , LOOKING FOR A DOPE BEAT "' LadyLevi FunkiDredsZT 44574 (BMG) 
7 , , PROTIEN/MTS ***- Clive Griffin Mercury STEP 612 IF) dl ra N0 ONE CAN LOVE YOU MORE... UU Kym Mazelle Parlophonel2R6287IEI 
O .. , HER Lonnie Gordon Supreme SUPET185 (P) At „ s FAITH (IN THE POWER OF LOVE) Rozalla Pulse 812LOSE 7 (BMG) 
Q Fr*] SUBSTANCE 3 Bocca Juniors Boys Own BOIX 5 (F) Id ra DANCE BEFORE the police come Shut Up And Dance ShutUp And Dance SUAD t5(P| dd 38 1, PLAYING WITH KNIVES " Bizarre Inc Vinyl Solution STORM 25ISRDI 

in, . SHINE ON 8 u1 Sold Out/Sarah Warwick Columbia 6568638 (SMI TOP 10 
AC rm POWER AND GLORY tj UHil Galliano TalkinLoudTLKXBIF) 

WRITTEN ALL OVER YOUR FACE 1 1 "a*1 Rude Boys Atlantic A 7805T(W| dfi 30 SAY yeah Secchi featuring Orlando Johnson Epic 6568466 ISM) 
12 [23 jF

f,
MY

0
B

b
ROTHER'S IN TROUABLE 613992(BMG) OANCE ALBUMS 

A7 „ , THOUGHT U WERE THE ONE FOR ME ' JoeyB.EIlis Capitol12CL6t4(EI 
lira M0VE THAT BODY I O Technotronic feat Reggie ARS Clip 6568376 (SM) flO 33 , HOLD YOU TIGHT •♦O-" Tara Kemp GiantW0020T(W) 
•J yj „ , ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT 1 Tf ' Shawn Christopher Arista 614186 (BMG) J! |ti nq ,. 3 SPIRAL SYMPHONY Scientist Kickin KICK 5ISRD) 
1 5 EH s ?nYP0U WANT ME ff FX 151 (F| | J3 S Artists (Distributor) 50 23 7 TO NITE 
1 c „ 2 SO GROOVY lO2" z Wendell Williams de/Construction FT 44568 (BMG) 1 pm DE LA SOUL IS DEAD 5 l£y De La Soul Big Life BLRLP 8/BLRMC 8IF/RT) C1 22 3 SEASONS OF LOVE •" Keith Nunnally Giant W0034TIWI 
17, . LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL " The KLF KLF Communications KLFOOSXIRTI 

9 twm POWER OF LOVE LutherVandross Epio4680l21/4680124(SM) M ,5 . RHYTHM IS A MYSTERY 3^" K-Klass Creed CREED 1 IT ISRD) 
1 g 12 7 QUADROPHON1A ^ 2 ^ O.G. ORIGINAL GANGSJER

WX412/WX412C(W) CO ., . JUMP AROUND J J London Posse Mango 12MNG 774 (F) 
1Q ra LOVESICK g J IdriM Gang Starr Cooltempo COOLX 234 (F) 42 7NEW JACK CITY G 7599244091/7599244094 (W) cn „ 9 SWEET SENSATION Shades Of Rhythm ZTTZANGlBTfW) 
20 „ 4 JUST A GROOVE ^ RUMAT33|PI 5 , 3 MAKE TIME FOR LOVE ^ ^ CC 2. 5 GET THE MESSAGE JJ 'Electronic Factory FAC 287 (PI 
11 PHI WALKING DOWN MADISON £ 1 UUJ Kirsty MacColl Virgin VST 1348(F) fi Cm GOT A LOVE FOR YOU O km Jomanda Big Beat BB 0031/- (Import) EC „ , FUTURE LOVE (EP) JO Seal ZTTZANG 11T(W) 
11 ra THE SONG WILL ALWAYS BE... £.1 UUI Plus One MCA MCST1535 (BMG) 7 rm the one / UiJ Chubb Rock Select SEL 21640/-(Import) C7)2 . wipe the needle j' Ragga Twins Shut Up And Dance SUAD 12 IP) 
OQ 5 RING RING RING (HA HA HEY) £ J 10 De La Soul Big Life BLR 42T (RT/F) o reg NU GROOVE 0 tsM Various Network NGV 91/-(Import) CO ra WE SHOULDN'T HOLD HANDS... JO Bia L.A.Mix A&M AMY755(F| 
24 ,3 4 KINDA GROOVY ^ d PROCTOOKGY) o nng bazerk bazerk bazerk 3 UdU Bazerk MCA MCA 10028/-(Import) CO ra STINGRAY DO LwJ Beginning Beatfreak STNG01 

inra THE OTHER SIDE IOHm" Ruby Turner Jive 14371 J/-(Import) 60 « 5 THE^SANITY CLAUSE KICK4(SRD| 
ADVERTISEMENT J1: T G7;A-R ADVERTISEMEIMT 

REGGAE DISCO CHART 
& 

081 961 5818 
REGGAE CHART REGGAE ALBUM CHART 

1 (2) YOUR BODY'S...ShabbokHorraTCocooT GRED 300 11 (9) MOVIEOVER INDIA Apaebe Indian Sure Delight SDT 27 1 (1) PURE LOVERS VOL. 3Vcnoa. ChannCLPf03 
2 (1) THE TIME IS SERIOUS TibbcVShobbo/Ninjomon DigitalBDBT3 
3 (3) COOL DOWN CunyRenkr Charm CRT 50 

12 (5) 1 DON'T WANNA BE .. .TrevorSparks/PrankieP MMD034 
13 (15) GIVE ME YOUR...MorelaGtiffrihsSCirttyRanks PHRI)4 3 (4) DJ OF THE FUTURE Sweerie trie Mango MIPS 1068 

4 (6) RESPECT TO YOU Bare. Hommoed Wbito Label PHRI10 14 H LET HIM TRY Freddie McGrogar Big Ship Retards BST 1 4 (2) RETREAT Catty Ranks Redman Int. REDIP 16 
5 (8) GAL GORGON Eoba General Maul Street MS 006 15 (17) CANDY GIRL Richie Davis Progressive SaarrdsPSP 018 5 (13) NOW Freddie McGregor Sleety 1 Clevie VP 1163 (imp) 
6 (7) YOU'VE CHANGED Sir Lloyd &GilroyStdden Raiders SIT 03 16 H ROUGH NECKEd'Roughnoetc'Rebinson GreensleevesGRED 301 6 (15) GET READY Michael Prophets Ricky Taffy PEtP002 
7 (11) TELL ME NOW Sluggy SkeilysRecords SRO026 17 (20) DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY Bamngtonlcvy Moego 12MNG781 7 (9) JAM SESSION the Mighty Diamonds trvei team 111P032 
8 (12) GIRLS WINEShobbo Ranks DigitolBDBTa 18 (-) TEACH TH EM aokaDemes Blue MoanlainBMD 109 8 (7) COLLECTION Bamnglan Levy lime TORLP 06 
9 (10) AFTER THE PARTY Cocoa lea S Judy Mamon GRED 299 19 (19) SHE BOUGHT ME LOVE Dennis B,own Ponrhouso PH 95 9 (20) THINGS A GWANVarioas Digital B/DBtP 1 

10 (4) LAMBADA Wayne Wonder&Cgrry Ranks Pedtouse PH 87 20 (-) STORMY WEATHERlrcvor Sparks TriffTPCOOOl 10 (11) HI-JACKED TO JAMAICA Mod Professor ARILP 065 
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FEATURE 

Take a long, hard look 

at these people... 

One of them could be 

your boss some day 

Today's talent, tomorrow's tycoons?: (back row) the marketing manager, the lawyer, the publisher; (front) the promo director, the publisher, the promoter 



FEATURE 

In a special MW straw-poll we asked over 50 music business experts to name the 
industry's stars of the future. Some will make it; others may not. But whether you 
agree with our experts' choice or not, join us in saluting the industry's future . . . 
LINCOLN ELIAS A&R man If your first signing as the new boy in CBS's A&R department is Terence Trent D'Arby, you've got a lot to live 

Lincoln Elias, now A&R director at Sony Music, has, however, more than sustained that early success. He is still signing acclaimed acts five years down the road: The Chimes, The Pasadenas, Rain and Ned's Atomic Dustbin are among his discoveries. Elias worked his way up from CBS telesales to get a crack at talent scouting in the mid-Eighties after his encyclopaedic knowledge of music impressed the company's A&R chief, MuffWinwood. Colin Barlow, former A&R manager at CBS and now of PolyGram Music, recalls: "Lincoln fought the hard way to get to where he is today and has more than repaid the faith invested in him. He has a real vision." Simon Fuller, MD of 19 Management which handles The Chimes, adds; "Almost everything he touches turns to gold. He is passionate about music and a perfectionist." 
INGRID BRANDSTATTER 

By the time Ingrid Brandstatter came to ic publishing in 1987 she had already tried her hand at I jewellery design, band management and sound engineering. Fortunately, her unorthodox CV has not hindered her A&R career at Virgin Music. Last year she signed Liverpool trio Top and The Mock Turtles before they were picked up by 
One of Brandstatter's early successes came in 1988 when she discovered The Beloved. Initially wary of signing a publishing deal before a recording contract, they went back to her after settling with East West. She was rewarded when the band's debut album, Happiness, went gold. Brandstatter, 28, is also grooming the two new acts she signed in 1989 with hopes of record company interest. "I am ambitious and I want to be successful," she says. "Being successful in the music business is all about the opportunities that come up." 

SASHA DJ The rise and rise of the DJ continues to astound the purists in the record industry. Friday night, Delight night at Shelleys Lazerdome in Stoke-On-Trent, is where 21-year-old Sasha, one of the UK's most promising turntable talents, spins the discs. His Italian piano breaks layered with a capella are packing them in all over the country: next month he is on the bill at the Milton Keynes Midsummer Day's Dream gig. "Sasha is highly respected in the business," says Pete Tong, A&R director at flrr and Radio One DJ. "We have not seen his like since Paul Oakenfold, Graeme Park and Mike 
24 

Pickering." A classically-trained pianist, Sasha packed in his A-levels to blag a few spots at The Hacienda in its heyday, cutting his teeth at Shaboo in Blackpool and Kaos in Leeds. Alongside running his own DJ agency, Positive Management, Sasha has already found favour with record companies as a remixer. Production credits are, increasingly 
"I'm only as good as the records I play," he says. "I'm getting into other areas to avoid becoming stale." 

BAILLIE WALSH Promo director In music video where fashions are more fickle than on the catwalk, Baillie Walsh is a name destined to achieve longevity. The 30-year-old director completed his first promo just 18 months ago for Jesus Loves You's After The Love, The video initially caused consternation: TV producers were unsure how to react to its images of angelic, weeping young men slowly rotating against a bleached background. It went on to win Direction magazine's showcase award for Walsh, who was named most promising music video director. But it is probably for his courageous Massive Attack videos that Walsh, a former model and art school graduate, is best known. Daydreaming, a close contender for AfWs 1990 promo video award, and his brooding interpretation of Unfinished Symphony both broke the mould of dance promo direction. They also earned heavy TV exposure for the artists. Brenda Kelly, producer of Snub TV, says: Baillie avoids stereotypes. He employs a filmic, experimental approach. He is a great talent." 
JASON GUY Marketing manager  In December 1986 Iggy Pop achieved his first hit single, Real Wild Child. For Jason Guy, then his product manager at A&M, it was a personal victory. Two years later Guy was promoted to marketing director.a post in which he helped break Suzanna Vega and co-ordinated successful campaigns for Janet Jackson, Chris de Burgh and Sam Brown. Guy, 30, joined Chrysalis as head of marketing in 1989 and his successes show no sign of diminishing: Sinead O'Connor's I Do Not Want What I Haven't Got album has sold 600,000 copies in the UK compared with 100,000 for her previous LP. "Jason is one of the most exceptionally gifted, creative and passionate people working in the industry today," says Howard Berman, A&M's MD. Guy is now pushing Chesney 

Hawkes, relaunching his Buddy's Song album in July to coincide with school holidays, and offering £1 off for cinema goers who buy it. "I look at records as a multi-media product and I enjoy the challenge of different markets," says Guy. "I am not politically motivated. Power  e, but control does." 
STEVEN MILLER and PETER McKENZIE Retailers Recession may be sending many retailers to the wall, but Solid Sounds is poised {o open its second new outlet of the year and the fourth in what the company predicts will be a large and prosperous chain. Steven Miller and Peter McKenzie founded Solid Sounds in 1988 and it is fast becoming a familiar name in the High Streets of the north east. Its 3,000 square-foot flagship is housed in Gateshead's Metro Centre and two smaller shops are based in Darlington and Chester-Le-Street near Newcastle. The new shop opens in Hartlepool later this month. Now 24, the two directors, who employ 22 staff, report a "phenomenal" turnover for their burgeoning chain, which relies heavily on chart vinyl rather than back catalogue or specialist music. 
SIMON M0RAN Concert promoter When Sheffield University's entertainment 3 advised a young undergraduate that The Farm were the wrong choice for an on-campus performance, the solution was simple. He decided to promote the gig himself. That was in 1985, and that early success encouraged Moran to tackle further student gigs alongside a business studies degree. His finest hour on the undergraduate scene came in 1986 when he put on New Order to a rapturous 15,000 capacity crowd. Two years later Moran set up his own company, SJM Concerts, in Manchester and soaked up early live dates for groups such as The Charlatans, James, The Stone Roses and The Inspiral Carpets. Now 25 and employing three full- time staff, Moran is succeeding in an area which can be difficult for the newcomer to crack. "Simon has already made a name as a very professional promoter and his creative input is invaluable," comments James's manager Martine McDonald. 
MARK RICHARDSON Marketing manager Mark Richardson's move to Sony Music in February after two years as SBK Records' marketing manager was a typically robust decision. Becoming head of marketing for Sony's planned new label is a bold step forward for Richardson, whose campaigns for Vanilla Ice, Wilson 

• Phillips and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles helped more than double SBK's market share in the second half on990. His impact at AVL where he was product manager before joining SBK, was no less illustrious; bumper sales were accrued by Soul II Soul and Inner City among others during his tenure. Richardson's company-hopping has now turned full circle: he came into the music industry via CBS telesales. In 1987 he started running club promotions for the Worldwide Talent Agency owned by the Mecca Group. At Worldwide Talent Richardson, now 27, honed the marketing skills which were to stand him in such good stead. His creation of Mecca's under- 18 club circuit broke acts such as Nick Kamen and, more spectacularly, Bros in 1988 after When Will I Be Famous was showcased in Mecca ballrooms up and down the country. 'There is absolutely no question that Mark will go far," says David Levy, former general manager at Worldwide Talent and now agent at Primary Talent International. 
DAVID GLICK 

" At an age when most solicitors are still dreaming of joining the family firm, David Glick teamed up with two partners to form his own. That was 15 months ago when he was 26 and newly qualified. Today Batons is flourishing under Glick and his two partners, renowned entertainment lawyer Michael Eaton and Jeremy Wakefield. They have a glittering client base including Eric Clapton, The Bee Gees, Silver Bullet and MCA Music, plus Madonna's UK interests. Now 28, Glick is already carving out q profile in the industry. Rob Dickins, chairman of WEA, says; "David is a very ambitious young lawyer and I'm sure he will succeed." 

Paul Connolly defines his personal ambitions 
than egocentric. Certainly his artistic decisions over the past two and a half years as MCA Music's e manager and a previous two at Island Music have demonstrated where his priorities lie. Connolly coups include Adamski and Dream Warriors in 1989, Blur in January 1991 and Silver Bullet, signed by Connolly on a development deal two years ago. He is also responsible for US acts in territories excluding the US. They include NWA, Jungle Brothers and Queen Latifah. "Paul is the trendsetter of the publishing world," says Trenton Harrison, MD of Rush, Silver Bullet's management company. "When others see he is interested they follow his lead." 
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1 Programme: Dance Energy. Timing: 6.20pm Monday, repeated midnight Sunday, BBC2. Length: 35 minutes. Audience: BBC claims 1.5m- 2m combined audience figures. Age profile: 12 to 25-year-olds. Key staff: Produced for Def II by Activate and Fuji TV. Co-producers: Derrin Schlesinger, Mary Calderwood. Presenter: Normski. Music policy: A cross-section 
broader, slightly lighter focus than the first series. "Our kind of programme is what people want to come home to. We're the dance version of Top Of The Pops. We've established the dance music industry on TV." Normski. Typical programme; Massive Attack, Nomad and Wendell Williams live in the studio. Special features: Fashion and lifestyle documentary clips plus reports on the weekend club scene. Dance Energy Top 10 countdown, Promotions view; "We'vegot no other way to plug Shut Up And Dance's music on TV. It's vital — trying to get to the kids is a nightmare," Shabs, head of promotion at Heavyweight 
Commissioning editor's view: "It's not just about vinyl but about fashion, club culture and all the people involved in the scene. It's had a good vibe from the street and from specialist magazines like Echoes and Hip Hop Connection. It's credible, I'm pleased with it." Janet Street- Porter, head of youth 

Counter Rewolution? 
Whatever happens in the halls of Westminster, there will be a June election of sorts next month. The public will be asked to vote on a set of policies which counter all that is normal in publishing when Jonathan King's music and lifestyle magazine Rewolution launch- 

King's decision to go to the country in the middle of a re- cession, and with a host of unorthodox ideas, has set the industry chattering. Which is precisely what Jonathan King is good at. "I am the promotional budget," he says. "When I launched Raw we got the edi- torial equivalent of a £2m spend and I'm looking to top that with Rewolution." The original dummy for Rewolution was commissioned a year ago by Audy_McDliiL, publisher of NME and Vo.r at IPG. When McDuff declined to proceed, King took the dummy to EMAP and then to Maxwell Consumer Magazines, which was preparing to launch Rage. "He showed us the dummy pages and I couldn't believe it. I thought, 'this is insane'," says Mary Keane-Dawson, publisher of Rage. King's conviction that his personality would sell the magazine, and his refusal to countenance market research on its editorial direction, led Keane-Dawson to reject the idea. But even she doesn't rule out the possibility that his 

KING'S F( JLLIES 
2 No market research 3 No promotional budget 4 All ads together 5 No approach to ad agencies 6 Unrackable A3 format 7 Unfoldabie cardboard cover 8 Integrated, low-key logo 914-21 target group 10 The recession PS 

"gut feeling" could turn pub- lishing logic on its head. Former Select editor Tony Stewart, a firm believer in market research, sees some- thing to admire in King's ap- proach: "It's pretty brave, even if he is playing mainly with other people's money," he says. "At least someone's taking a 
Revvolution's approach to advertising — all ads will be placed in a central section sub- ject to editorial criticism — has raised the most eyebrows. King denies that he has pulled in favours from his BPI pals to secure a £10,000 apiece commitment from nine record companies. He is at pains to stress that the first issue will also contain non-music ad copy. Ad agency reaction is hard to gauge because most have not been approached. Ken Dampier, creative di- rector at Dampier Robertson Redel, describes King's plans as "barmy", while Bob Blatchford at the London Me- 

dia Company is miffed: "I was a little disconcerted that thfe publisher hadn't deigned to talk to any agencies," he says. "From a marketing point of view the guy has just phoned up his mates." One of those "mates", EMI divisional MD Andrew Prior, admits that no-one else but King could have walked into his office and sold him a 10- week, 10-page package un- seen, but shares King's feeling about Rewolution. "All the other magazines go for a niche market in some way but I think there's a large chunk of the market with catholic tastes in music," he 
The 14- to 21-year-olds will cast their vote — in sterling — 
On paper, Revvolution's chances of success are in line with Screaming Lord Sutch's prospects for becoming Prime Minister. But, with Jonathan King at the helm, no-one will rule it Russell Brown 

34 top chart hits ■advertising survey 

TTm 

The EMI/Virgin/PolyGram tri- umvirate top MWs advertis- ing survey for April after spending £172,000 on TV, press and radio advertising for their platinum compilation Now 19. Also in the top 10 (spends in £000s) were Columbia for Thinking Of You (151), Epic 

for The Stranglers (121), EMI for Nigel Kennedy (115), RCA for Eurythmics (103), Telstar for After The Dance (73), Dino for That Loving Feeling (73), RCA for Elaine Paige (65), EMI for Roxette (59) and Tel- star for Thin Ice — The First Step (53). Source: MEAL 

MEDIA 

EXPOSURE 

MONDAY MAY 20 
Dance Energy featuring ONicolette, London Posse and Soul Family Sensation, BBC2:6.35-7.lOpra. 
TUESDAY MAY 21   
Jazz On A Summer's Night O featuring Joe Williams, Channel Four: 12.15-1.15am. 
THURSDAY MAY 23  
Top Of The Pops, BBC1; 7- j pj 7.30pm. 
Some Call It Jazz featuring OLiz Story, ITV; 3.50-4.50am (regions vary). 
Friday At The Dome O featuring Roachford, Aaron Neville, and Dr John, Channel Four: 11.05pm-12.20am. 

am 
SATURDAY MAY 25  
The ITV Chart Show, H.30am-12.30pm. 
The Paul Simon Songbook, gjjg Radio One: 2-3pm. 
Sound Stuff, Beyond The O Maypole featuring Zimbabwean artist Biggie Tembo, Billy Bragg and The Oyster Band, Channel Four: 7-8pm. 
In Concert featuring Tom 'i Jones, Radio One: 10- 11pm. 
Paramount City featuring 

FORTHCOMING MUSIC WEEK 
SPECIAL FEATURES 

1 1 1 /--A . fi.gi ■ Ig; -. 

Call 071 583 9199 for further details 
liM 
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HAVE YOU 

LISTENED TO A BEST-SELLER 

LATELY? _ _ 

s 
trevayne 

ii I 

FROM 3RD JUNE 1991 YOU CAN 

Building on its success as the Number One name in spoken word publishing, with the biggest 
share of the market, the BBC Audio Collection in association with Bantam Audio Publishing 

presents an exciting new collection of best-selling titles. 

TOP AUTHORS • FAMOUS READERS • MAJOR TITLES 
ROSAMUNDE PILCHER - SEPTEMBER. ROBERT LUDLUM - TREl 'A YMF. 

ARTHUR HAILEY - THE EVENING NEWS. MICHAEL LEWIS - LIAR'S POKER. 
SARA PARETSKY - INDEMNITY ONE Y. ISAAC ASIMOV - NEMESIS. 

• Major Advertising and Promotions Campaign • National Press Advertising • Major P.O.S. 
Campaign including Radio Collection Spinners, Counterpacks, Full-colour Poster and Show cards • Full 

National Press Campaign • Full National Radio Promotions Campaign 
(Q EBB 

BANTAM AUDIO PUBLISHING BBC AUDIO COLLECTION 
ORDER NOW FROM 

Bookshops (Quote ISBN number) - Exel Logistics 0622 882000 
Other accounts (Quote ZBBC number) - Pinnacle Records, Electron House, Cray Avenue, St Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent 0689 870622 

BBC AUDIO COLLECTION 
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SPOKEN WORD 

Tales of spoken word's 

growth is not idle talk 

The audiobook market is finally growing up — but publishers have to show 
greater commitment if the sector is ever to reach maturity, says Robin Cobb 
Confidence is currently riding high in the £35m spoken word market. Market leader BBC Enterprises has just clinched a deal with US publisher Bantam to distribute audio titles alongside BBC product. Meanwhile, a major new player has entered the arena in the shape of US-owned book publisher Random Century. Random Century Audiobooks launched 13 children's titles last month under its Tellastory label (formerly published by Bartlett Bliss) and has a backlist of another 35. These are single cassettes retailing at about £3.99. But it is in the adult market that managing director Rupert Lancaster identifies the biggest opportunities. He plans to release 60 adult titles this year followed by a further four a month next year to take his catalogue to 100 titles by the end of 1992. May sees the release of eight titles, including the Tom Wolfe blockbuster Bonfire Of The Vanities, Maeve Binchy's Light A Penny Candle and AS Byatt's 1990 Booker Prize-winning Possession. Next month's selection will include Martin Cruz-Smith's Polar Star, Dick Francis's Dead Cert and John le Carre's A Murder Of Quality. The double cassettes retail at £7.99. "Our aspiration in this market is very simple," Lancaster says. "It is to become market leader in abridged spoken word. The 

Adult titles galore: the fastest-growing sector of a £35m market 
crucial point which will make all the difference is that we will be able to publish simultaneously. The tapes will ride on the back of the publicity for the books." Random Century is handling its own bookshop distribution and has appointed Conifer to distribute to multiples and record retailers. Conifer has its own spoken word label and also handles the Listen Productions children's label and Landfall 

Marketing director Brian Hopkins predicts Random Century product will have a significant impact, particularly with the company's ability to co- ordinate the simultaneous release of cassettes with new books from best-selling authors. 

"At present only the surface of the potential market is being scratched," he says. "The industry's task is to make the 
Sue Anstruther, head of spoken word publishing at the BBC, says: "Sales forecasts we made before the recession are still being met, which seems to indicate the market is still expanding." The distribution deal with Bantam, she predicts, will give the market a further boost. The US publisher has a catalogue of more than 200 titles, many of them from blockbuster authors. The initial six titles to be released in June include Arthur Hailey's The Evening News, Robert Ludlum's Trevayne and Lynn Redgrave reading the Rosamunde 

Who's promoting what 
There is plenty of scope for cross-promotion in the market, which WH Smith's Bianca Cory describes as a "low awareness area". A current example is the chain's exclusive tie-in with Listen For Pleasure's Darling Buds Of May album, „„0 which has helped to take the Pickwick's story cassettes ntle to second place in its have also been used 

exclusive Winnie The Pooh package for WH Smith which, for the price of a single book and cassette, will offer two books plus cassette. There is also an autumn promotion planned with John Menzies which will incorporate window displays. 
spoken word charts. Joint label and retail promotions currently span special displays, exclusive offers and tie-ins with TV, cinema, book launches and video releases. Most Publishers offer display scal uH .ui u nuwiuu, racks and counter packs but simultaneous book and the multiples prefer to use their own display systems. Pickwick is printing an 

major on-pack promotion with Lever Brothers' detergent brand Persil. At Conifer Records, which distributes the Random Century product, marketing director Brian Hopkins is gearing up for a number of 
cassette releases. CYP hopes to expand the market with a new range of 

relaxation cassettes covering golf, tennis and other pursuits through sports and leisure shops. Random Century is planning a poster campaign and is investigating supplying sampler tapes as giveaway cover mounts on women's magazines. Unsurprisingly, the BBC uses its own media for promotion while its main competitor EMI (Listen For Pleasure and Argo labels) has been running a string of in-store promotions including a special Agatha Christie week. Label manager Roger Godbold also exploits TV connections such as Ruth Rendell's Inspector Wexford programme. 

Pilcher best-seller, September. The BBC's own releases for July include Graham Greene's The Human Factor, comic nostalgia from the Educating Archie radio series, and the Leslie Thomas biography, In My Wildest Dreams. The BBC, with an ever-increasing catalogue, says it now has nearly 50% of the market with 150 titles. This claim is challenged by EMI, which has the Listen For Pleasure and Argo labels totalling some 200 titles. Label manager Roger Godbold says: "We are still doing very nicely in a market which, if anything, is expanding even faster." Recent product includes John le Carre's novel The Secret Pilgrim which has been released over three albums, while Jon Pertwee reading Worzel Guramidge will be out in June. Godbold promises; "We have two whopping great names coming out in September." One of his most consistent best sellers has been Churchill's Wartime Speeches. A further album of the war leader's speeches has recently been issued and another is planned for September. Altogether, about 40 new titles will be issued this year. At CYP (originally Cassettes for Young People) group marketing director John Bassett, with a portfolio of nearly 100 titles, says: "We are probably third in the market and are giving BBC and EMI a rim for their money. We have a big programme for next year — so look out BBC." Research by Book Marketing, commissioned by Random Century, confirms the spoken word market is worth about £35m with adult product proving the fastest growing section. Project manager Andrew Thompson says the research also showed that "record shops seem happy with the development of audiobooks to date but are not clear whether or not they are an impulse purchase". And retailers felt products — other than market leaders BBC and EMI — should do more to develop the market. "The future is seen as one of growth," Thompson says, but he warns: "The speed of that growth will depend on the willingness of new entrants to show greater commitment than they have shown so far." 

The BBC's head of spoken word Sue Anstruther says her products are split 60% with the record trade and 40% with book sellers, assuming WH Smith is treated 
outlet. "You will find a large proportion of independent record shops carry spoken word," she says. "Even the owner of my local heavy rock shop in Clapham says spoken word sells well." 
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SPOKEN WORD 

Turning up the volume 

To boost sales and win converts, spoken word publishers are teaming up 
with retailers to find new means of promoting the format, says Robin Cobb 

The Book Marketing survey suggests mail order and book clubs are perceived as potential outlets for spoken word, but most companies in these areas have dropped the idea after trials. This contrasts with the US where spoken 
buoyant mail order sector and has given rise to an audiobook lending-library- by-mail industry. 

Research carried out by Book Marketing for Random Century has shown that retailers want producers of spoken word cassettes to do more to develop the market. At the same time, the producers are increasingly seeking the co-operation of retailers to promote the product. The total promotional spend in the sector is impossible to gauge but it is infinitesimal compared with record, book or video promotion. However, if the value of BBC's promotion for its own product on the corporation's TV and radio stations were put on the scales the total promotional spend would rise considerably. There is no doubt that the BBC has done much to raise awareness of audio publishing in general as well as furthering the inte its own product. The new Random Century Audiobook label is planning simultaneous publication with new books to maximise the benefits of publicity. Other 

producers frequently co-ordinate cassette releases with television or cinema versions of the same 
As the biggest retailer of spoken word products, WH Smith allocates a generous display in most of its Sounds departments. "Our policy is to show spoken word as a complete library from which customers can select, regardless of which publisher the titles are from," says product manager Bianca Cory. The chain now produces its own catalogue of titles in stock and this month has introduced a Top 20 chart of spoken word cassettes, which also highlights new releases. Cory says that the growing number of new titles across such a broad range of subjects as msiness, relaxation and health and fitness, means some tough display decisions have to be 
"We have only a certain amount of space and each new entrant has to be weighed against 

our existing product," she says. WH Smith's own research claims market growth has so far been due to a relatively small number of consumers buying an increasing quantity of tapes. As Cory says: "Once you have bought one you are hooked." Future development will focus on attracting more converts to the medium. This means stepping up promotion and display. The question of packaging is key to retailers, according to the Book Marketing survey, which says many feel it could be improved, some even describing it as "old fashioned". Interestingly in the much larger US market, cassettes are frequently encased in bulky packaging the size of a book or a video case. In the UK, some book- based publishers employ similar formats but most use the standard clear cassette case, identical to music tape packaging. Once again, WH Smith has been a major influence with its 

decision to merchandise the product in its music departments. Now the multiple says it will only buy the product in this format. The music-style format may be convenient but it can also be restrictive. It often means books are heavily abridged to fit into two cassettes thus ignoring the market for full-length works which several publishers believe may be there. With pressure on publishers for heavy discounting, the price structure of full works could also pose problems. At present, unabridged versions are to be found in "talking books" for the blind, which operates as a separate market and tends to carry much higher 
Although publishers keep plans close to their chests, it is known that at least one is already planning unabridged versions at what is described as "a more accessible price" and has gained provisional agreement with major multiples for a multi-pack. gg 

FOR YOUR EARS ONLY! 

Wolfe The Bonfire of the Vanities 

r Workout 

Available on May 27th RC1 Light a Penny Candle Binchy/Binchy 
RC3 Jurassic Park RC4 The Witching Hour RC5 Bonfire of the Vanities RC6 Last Chance to See RC7 Hip and Thigh Workout RC8 The Age of Unreason (Business) 

Byatt/Howard Crichton/Heard Rice/Crouse Wolfe/Lithgow Adams/Carwardine/Adams Conley/Conley Handy/Handy 
RANDOM CENTURY AUDIOBOOKS 

A MAJOR 
wSr- ' launch of NEW AND 
^ EXCITING ^ WW CHILDRENS % : ''W. ' tapes and 

^tciVdstoryV 
Available now TS 309 The Ugly Duckling Anderson/Boyd TS 316 Snow White Brothers Grimm/Boyd TS 320 Gulliver's Travels Swift/Hyde TS 334 King Arthur White/Hyde TS 368 Little Bear Lost Hissey/Rodgers TS 369 Old Bear and Jolly Tall Hissey/Rodgers TS 371 Postman Pat's Breezy Day Cunliffe/Adams 

S.R.P. £4.99 TS 372 Postman Pat and the Cunliffe/Adams S.R.P. £7.99 Letter Puzzle S.R.P. £3.99 TS 373 Postman Pat Takes a Cunliffe/Adams Message TS 376 The Last Slice of Rainbow Aiken/Boyd TS370 Postman Pat's Cunliffe/Barr Treasure Hunt CONIFER RECORDS LIMITED NORTON ROAD. ABA WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 8JL TEL: WEST ^0^0^447707. DESK (0895) 441422. BjjF 
Exclusive Distribution to the UK and Europe. fICRJS. 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

CONSULTANT 
MANAGER TEACHER 

S-U-OOE-S-S' 
   , jpyright viaiiayci wim o min of 3 years within a major 

Salary £16,000 AAE TRI-LIIMGUAL P.A. SECRETARY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY German, Italian and of course, English. WP 

Success Appointments 12/14 Argyll Street, London W1V 1AB Tel; 071-287 7722. Fax: 071-734 1692 
MCPS We are seeking to recruit a 

CUSTOMER SERVICES ADVISER in the Corporate Communications Department 
uccessfu? applicant win h^ave^excellent communlcatioj_ and presentation sWIls, both oral^and 

'"[MISlpS 

STAR 

RETAIL SALES 
ADMINISTRATOR Due to expansion, a vacancy for a Retail Sales Administrator has arisen wit Sales Department of this highly successful record production company based 

Salary will be according to age and experience but not less than £12,0( Please apply immediately in writing with full CV; Laura Letchford, Personnel Manager, Telstar Records, 5 King Edward 

LICENSING ASSISTANT 
person required 

busy licensing/soles office in Soho. Would suit someone 

FILLING A VACANCY? 
REACH OVER 50,000 KEY MUSIC INDUSTRY READERS THROUGH THIS APPOINTMENTS PAGE 

CALL 071 583 9199 EXT 286 TO DISCUSS HOW MUSIC WEEK CAN EASE THE PAIN OF RECRUITMENT. 

> A 9 Track Video Compilation 

Heaven Is A Place On Earth 

I Get Weak 

(We Want) The Same Thing 

Available 28th May 1991 
Cat No; WD 903. Dealer Price £6.95. Order Now from Virgin Vision Distribution 081 746 2122 



CLASS 1FS ED 

APPOINTMENTS BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
Leading European independent A record company 

CRAMMED DISCS requires for its Brussels-based HQ a 
SECRETARY/ACCOUNTANT 

I, but capable of adapting toa sm; 

POSTING 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

- 

RACKING SALE 
LAST CHANCE!! 
VIRGIN RETAIL ARE SELLING OFF 
LARGE QUANTITIES OF NORANK 

RACKING AND TILLS AT ROCK 
BOTTOM PRICES. 

EVERYTHING MUST GO IN NEXT 
FEW WEEKS 

TELEPHONE GERALDINE ON 
§712215155 

FOR DETAILS 

Ld 
MUSIC 
SYSTEMS 

MODULAR SH0PF1TTING VERSATILE RANGE OF COMPATIBLE DISPLAYS STORAGE AND COUNTERS FOR ALL MUSIC AND VIDEO FORMATS FREE PLANNING AND SHOP DESIGN TEL: 0480-414204. FAX: 0480-414205 INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS - / 
SLEEVE IT 

12" RECORD SLEEVES 
SOIOGt SOW. EO'rtl 

CASH AND CARRY 

TRANSAX 

REWARD 
CASH AVAILABLE 

CHEAPO CHEAPO RECORDS LTD 

FAX ORDER NO 

ROCK 
T-SHIRTS FROM 
£loS@ 

Phone Brian, David or Andrew (081)8793949 
AMENDMENT; MUSIC WEEK DIRECTORY ARABESQUE DISTRIBUTION 

If '" ^ \ \ # 
NOT ANOTHER 
BROKEN RECORD! 

behind you Af ca'lustoday. ^ 
Swan 

..ytogciS Promotioru"- 

For all your Promotional products From Concept, Artwork and Design, to Production and Delivery or Distribution We can handle the whole project for you 

Umbrellas * ALL YOUR FUTURE PROMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Printed or personalised to your specification 

.ytogc.! 
CALL US NOW 
.ytogc.2 

TELL US WHAT YOU NEED 
./"toge.3 Promotlonr* 

—'.ytoge.3 Intcrnotionol— 

TracU SouNd + VisioN 

LONDON W1H5Y 
FOR SALE 

Quantity of 
"Flexline" CD display racks and wall mounted "SRS Zig Zag" CD racks. 

RETAIL SHOP 

Offer invited 
Tel: 081 503 0800 

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE FOR RENT IN THE ISLINGTON AREA 
offices — ground floor 275 sq ft, first floor 389 sq ft, second floor 425 sq ft. @£12.50 per sq.ft. 

fORTURTHER DETAILS 
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PEOPLE 

virtually a Wilburys but with Del Shan- non on vocals. It also features Tom Petty on it too. "I got the album on CD. I have still got my vinyl collec- tion but I get most of my new albums on CD these days. "I didn't buy the Del Shan- non album, though. I don't really buy anything now. The trouble is, we distribute most of the stuff 1 like so there is not much point." Sieve Mason is chairman of in- dependent distribution com- pany Pinnacle. 
Meier's latest 
statue symbol Swiss pop maestro Dieter Meier of the band Yello can hardly be accused of wasting time between albums. Having just completed his own feature film, Snowball, the singer is now setting up his own record label. One of its more adventurous signings is the band Boring. According to Meier, Boring is actually three bronze statues. "When we release their record, the statues will be in Hyde Park for the launch. Instead of being fa- mous after they died, we want- ed them to have that status now," he says. All Solid Pleasure releases will come out on white label only with distribution through "independent outlets". But at the moment Meier is more interested in Velio's new album, Baby, and planning his 95th birthday celebrations in 2030. "That will be Velio's first live concert and we will be playing at Ceasar's Palace in Las Vegas," he says. Maybe the label would be more appropriately named Solid Gone. 

"I take clients out to lunch every day and 1 thought, why don't I open my own place?" muses the man who has insured risks for Elton John, Rod Stewart, David Bowie and Dire Straits over the years. It is not a new idea, however. "I've been talking about it for years. But it was Johnny Gaydon who said we should finally do 

something about it." Robertson has known Gaydon — his partner in the venture, Willie's Place in London's Fulham Road — since school. It was Gaydon who first got him into rock music insurance by setting up King Crimson in 1969. The new business doesn't threaten his interest in his main company, Robertson Taylor Insurance Brokers, however. "The restaurant is just a fun venture," he says. There will certainly be nothing there for scoff snobs — instead, it will offer traditional nosh like 

bangers and mash, spotted dick and apple crumble, all detailed in a menu packed into a CD case. Robertson is clear that it is music business executives he is aiming at. "Everyone in the music business seems to have moved to this side of town. The area needs a place for people to hang out, enjoy themselves and eat traditional English food." So, to continue the King Crimson connection, can we also expect such fripperies as Larks' Tongues In Aspic? 

Training 'em young at Action 
New kids on 
the block, live Devoted dad and retailer Gor- don Gibson's prize-winning window display for the Jelly- fish single, Baby's Coming Back, struck a blow for baby power by featuring his own children. Ciaran, two-and-a-half, and Zara, one, formed a live shop front at Gibson's Preston out- let, Action Records, and won AVL's nationwide competition for most inventive display. "I came up with the idea after AVL sent me two tiny Jellyfish T-shirts. The child- ren looked great in them," says Gibson. The ti t 10 n with their antics. Gibson reports proudly that they were impec- cably behaved with no tears or "bottom accidents". 

The driving 
force of PWL If anyone sees Matt Aitken, tell him to get back to the Bor- ough — and quick. As People went to press, Ait- ken had gone AWOL in Mon- aco and his colleagues at PWL Records were still waiting to hear from him. Aitken had been indulging his obsession with fast cars — in this case an XJR 15 Jaguar — in the Jaguar Formula Race in the principality and all that PWL chairman Pete Water- man knew was that he had spun out of control several times during the race. His subsequent disappear- ance, says Waterman, was probably the result of trying to get the spanking new 

£500,000 car repaired. Waterman himself is only slightly less of a fast car freak than Aitken, who runs his own Formula Vauxhall team. However, Waterman's taste is for collecting Fifties and Sixties racing cars, such as his pride and joy, a 1957 Ferrari Testarossa which, he boasts, is one of only eight in the world and is valued at around £10m. "I don't race it myself," he hastens to add. "I use profes- sional drivers." However, Waterman does race the other cars in the col- lection himself. "I do it purely for fun, for relaxation," he says. Waterman and Aitken are not the only ones at PWL to share the racing bug, though. "Our computer programmer Ian Curnow is a very good rally racer," says Waterman. 
Great offers of our time... 

le a cup winner!; has managed to retrie which Paul sipped water as _ ild probably fetch J 
v YOUR pop-lovin' Daily the red plastic cr- '  S rocked through —   , „ ^ untold thousands at auction. But we are offering it a; " e special prize in a free competition. All vou have to do is answer this question: 9. Star, MayJS* 

DIARY 
I can't wait to get my hands on one of these tiny new CDs, though after the cock-ups with the three-inch CD I'm not sure how keen anyone else will be. By the way, a little bird tells me Sony is now developing technology to increase Mini-Disc capacity by six times. That's roughly 11 albums on one CD. Sounds just about right for a Grateful Dead live album!... As we all know, Bob Montgomery is still MD at the MCPS. But if that's so, why is the organisation interviewing for the job? And who is spreading these ridiculous rumours that Montgomery is applying for his own job?... As it happens, it was an Island Records representative who caught the London retailer found selling copies of the pirate U2 album ,. . David Powell, formerly of Lightning before the company's jukebox business was swallowed by Telstar, now claims to have snatched 25% of the business. Telstar replies: "You cannot believe how much we welcome a challenge." Dead right.. . 
Informed sources suggest that contrary to reports there may be as many as four contenders for the first independent national radio franchise when applications close this Wednesday including one complete dark horse.. , A verdict on the Stone Roses v Silvertone case was expected in the High Court this Monday am ., . When shy and retiring Factory Communications boss Anthony Wilson took the stage at the reopening of the Hacienda last Friday to exhort the triumphal crowd in Manchester-speak to Stay Cool Take Five and Enjoy! he was mobbed by grateful clubbers. Local hero or what? ... It may be the recession, but everyone seems to be talking charts at the moment. After chart hyping and the future of the indie chart, I hear of proposals to reduce the singles chart to 40 positions with a separate breakers chart . . . And finally: congratulations to EMI business affairs chief Gareth Hopkins, who last week became the proud father of Matthew Rhys. . . 
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